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Abstract

This paper analyses if and how the position of national parliaments has changed after the adoption of Euro-crisis measures and their first enforcement and tries to draw some conclusions on whether these changes are just temporary or, rather, are likely to endure in the long term and hence to represent a permanent transformation of national constitutional systems. The paper challenges the mainstream assumption that the powers of national parliaments in budgetary procedures have been annulled. It is argued that once the ratification/application and implementation of the most contested Euro-crisis provisions – Fiscal Compact, European Stability Mechanism Treaty and rescue packages – have taken place, in reaction to the most acute phase of the crisis, the combination of national and EU rules, for example on the European Semester are likely to preserve the budgetary powers of national parliaments compared to the pre-crisis period. Parliamentary passivity does not derive, or at least not primarily, from the Euro-crisis legal measures; rather from the political context that the Euro-crisis has triggered. Thus any analysis of the role of parliaments in the Eurozone crisis has to take into account parliamentary institutions ‘in context’, which are influenced by the peculiar political and economic situation of each country. Far from being a uniform category, national parliaments in the Eurozone crisis show asymmetries and a significant variety of positions and powers, since their role depends primarily on national constitutional arrangements.
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Introduction*

‘No taxation without representation’ is a landmark principle of modern constitutionalism which conceives of parliaments as the budgetary authorities par excellence. In principle, parliaments are able to reconcile the position of citizens, which they directly represent, with that of tax-payers.

This is certainly a simplification of the actual operation of budgetary procedures at least since the second half of the twentieth century in Europe, where the constitutional arrangements of parliamentary systems have favoured tight control of the budgets by the executive branch.¹ Not only are budget bills proposed by the governments, who exercise substantial control over parliamentary procedures and amendments shaping the annual budget; the fiscal cycle is also characterised by the adoption of other acts, sometimes in the form of executive decrees, highly heterogeneous in their content (omnibus acts) and with considerable financial implications, with little influence on the part of parliaments. Although transformed over time, the relationship between parliaments and citizens/tax-payers remains in place, on the one hand, by means of elections, and on the other, by the powers parliaments ultimately retain to amend or reject the budget – and related acts – and, in all EU countries (except for Cyprus), to force the executive to resign, for instance in cases of budget mismanagement.

However, it has been argued that the legal measures adopted within the framework of the reform of the economic governance in the EU have substantially jeopardized parliamentary prerogatives.² After regaining some of the authority lost throughout the process of European integration thanks to the Treaty of Lisbon, just a few years after, the legal reaction to the Eurozone crisis at first glance appears to have once again marginalized national parliaments. The way the new budgetary procedures are designed, shaped by the interplay between supranational and domestic institutions and, in the case of the former, either by the intergovernmental or by the most technocratic and not even indirectly democratically legitimated institutions, e.g. the European Central Bank (ECB), makes parliamentary oversight extremely difficult. To ascertain who is ultimately responsible and accountable for adopting budgetary decisions and structural reforms is anything but easy.

The setting up of a collective intergovernmental system of ‘peer’ review of national public accounts, inspired by the dogma of austerity, together with a more obscure though equally substantive control of the ECB, in the name of price stability, was a sanction against the failure of individual parliaments and governments to properly perform their role as budgetary authorities. In an attempt to restore credibility and stability in the financial markets and ‘to do whatever it takes to save the euro’, it happened that budgetary powers – it is commonly argued – were taken away from national parliaments (and governments) as the institutions responsible for the bailout in some EU Member States. This implies that the position of Member States’ parliaments is asymmetric, first of all according to the divide
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between Eurozone and non-Eurozone countries, as the former and in turn their parliaments face tighter budgetary constraints than the latter. Secondly, within the Eurozone countries, parliaments of the Member States receiving financial assistance and support (e.g. Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain) are even more affected in their budgetary autonomy because of the strict conditionality imposed. In these countries in particular, the political discretion of parliaments within the budgetary process has de facto been essentially impaired; it has been primarily challenged by the actual impossibility of amending what governments have proposed, based on the rescue packages agreed, without putting into question the obligations contracted and thus the financial assistance.

This paper analyses if and how the position of national parliaments has changed after the adoption of the Euro-crisis measures and their first implementation and tries to draw some conclusions as to whether these changes are just temporary or, rather, are likely to endure in the long term and hence whether a permanent transformation of national constitutional systems will occur. The paper challenges the mainstream assumption that the powers of national parliaments in budgetary procedures have been annulled. It is argued that once the ratification/application and implementation of the most contested Euro-crisis provisions – the Fiscal Compact, the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) Treaty, the Memoranda of Understanding (MoU) – have taken place, in reaction to the most acute phase of the crisis, the combination of national and EU rules, for example on the European Semester - which, in contrast to the former, are part of the acquis communautaire - are likely to preserve the budgetary powers of national parliaments and their involvement in EU affairs compared to the pre-crisis period.

However, the legal account of the crisis must be combined with a closer look at the political dynamics at domestic level, which in the short term reveal, besides the politicization of the national debates on EU issues as a new trend, also a deparlamentarization of political conflicts. Political conflicts have often been channelled outside parliaments through mass protests, new extra-parliamentary political movements, and courts. This ‘politicization without democratization’ – it is supported in this paper – does not derive, or at least not primarily, from the Euro-crisis legal measures; rather from the political context that the Euro-crisis has triggered. Thus any analysis of the role of parliaments in the Eurozone crisis has to take into account parliamentary institutions ‘in context’, which are influenced by the peculiar political and economic situation in each country. Far from being a uniform category, national parliaments in the Eurozone crisis display asymmetries and a significant variety of positions and powers, since their role – as it will be shown – depends primarily on national law, party systems, and politics. For instance, it is evident that grand coalitions or minority governments which have been ruling in the last few years and the creation of Eurosceptic anti-system parties influence the way parliaments cope with their budgetary powers. The formation of large coalitions, as to include right and left-wing parties together, in combination with anti-European and anti-system parties, able to lead popular protests outside the parliaments and later on to be represented in parliaments, has affected the ability of these institutions to be the locus of political confrontation, as the nature and the role of the political opposition has changed. Likewise the alliance created between grand coalitions in power in some Eurozone countries and European and national technocracies with a specific expertise in financial and economic matters risks being detrimental for democratic legitimacy, as it exacerbates the reaction and the claims of the Eurosceptic and anti-system oppositions in place.
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Taking budgetary powers away from national parliaments? On parliamentary prerogatives in the Eurozone crisis

The degree to which the politicization of the debate on the EU, i.e. Euro-crisis, issues taking place mainly outside parliaments will be brought back to representative institutions depends on the normalization of the functions of the opposition. By normalization it is meant the ability of opposition parties to be engaged in a constructive political debate with the majority along the classical left-wing/right-wing positions and to legitimately compete to become the majority in the next elections without the risk of subverting the democratic order and the participation in the EU. In addition to this, in order to resume traditional party lines and to marginalize or normalize anti-system parties, credit has to be given to competing views on how to exit the crisis. Fostering investments and growth, for example, also to combat current deflation, can be seen as a legitimate option, whereas so far it has been sidelined and priority given to restoring financial sustainability through spending cuts and higher taxation.

The position of some Eurozone parliaments will be analyzed, mainly focusing on the French, the German, the Italian, the Portuguese, and the Spanish Parliaments as a sample of national legislatures operating under different sets of economic, political, constitutional and budgetary constraints in the Euro area.

The paper is structured as follows. First of all the features and the problem of the Euro-national austerity coalitions and the risks of technocratic domination are examined (section 2). Secondly, the relationship between protection of parliamentary prerogatives and constitutional amendments is considered (section 3). Thirdly, the analysis focuses on the loss of powers on the part of governments and on the reaction of parliaments to a variety of Euro crisis measures, from intergovernmental agreements and rescue packages to EU law (section 4), in order to point out that at least EU secondary law has not diminished parliamentary powers. Fourthly, the focus is on political conflicts ending up before Constitutional Courts and a short overview of the case law of these Courts affecting parliament powers is provided to determine whether national parliaments in the Euro-crisis are protected or undermined by judges (section 5). Finally, conclusions are presented regarding the contingency of the Euro-crisis, its extra ordinem nature and the implications for national parliaments in the short and in the long term (section 6).

The risk of technocratic domination, the Euro-national austerity coalitions and the lack of responsible parliamentary oppositions: an introduction

Since 2010 austerity policies in the European constitutional system have been endorsed by heterogeneous Euro-national austerity coalitions of institutional and political actors, under the leadership of Germany and of the ECB. The Barroso Commission, the then President of the Eurogroup, Jean-Claude Junker, the then President of the European Council, Herman Von Rumpuy, as well as the former and the incumbent President of the ECB, Jean-Claude Trichet and Mario Draghi, all agreed that this was the only way out to save the euro. The Euro-Plus Pact, the six-pack, the ESM, and the Fiscal Compact embedded this political agreement into EU and international obligations, while the bilateral loan agreements and rescue packages in favour of the bailout countries further strengthened this commitment.

This reading of the crisis and of its solution showed a widespread agreement amongst the governments of Eurozone countries, while it placed creditor and debtor countries in a very asymmetric position. Thus these coalitions, depending on the State, were composed of national executives, some of which had a negligible negotiating power being debtor countries, and EU and international institutions, in particular the most technocratic institutions not subject to the usual accountability model in place for political institutions.

Non-majoritarian independent institutions and bureaucracies which derive their legitimacy from professional economic expertise have played a key role in the management of the Euro-zone crisis. Indeed, the European debt crisis was perceived as an outcome of ‘irresponsible’ political institutions
which had failed to guarantee fiscal stability and financial sustainability for present and future
generations. It followed the need to put politics under control and to allow experts to orient economic
policies. How does this bureaucratization affect the implementation of Euro-crisis measures from the
viewpoint of national parliaments? It is argued that it does have implications as long as political
decisions are de facto taken by these technocratic actors.

The ‘assault of supranational technocracy’, in primis the ECB on its own and together with the
European Commission and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as the Troika, has increased the
democratic disconnect with national politics and has endangered the legitimation of decision-making
via representative government. National parliaments exercise almost no control on these institutions.
Yet the Commission’s instructions on national stability programmes, for example, – although called
‘recommendations’ – are considered to be binding. Not to mention the conditions imposed on Member
States, like Greece, Portugal and Spain that received financial support and assistance. In particular in
the case of Memoranda of Understanding, since they were agreed between the national government
and the Troika, the Troika carefully monitored its implementation in the Member State concerned
through review missions.

This element calls into question one of the fundamental features of constitutional systems based on the
separation of powers, namely the separation between politics and functionally specialized bodies. The
division of roles between Euro-crisis law making and implementation, however, is extremely blurred.
For example, in the framework of the banking union, which is inherent to the Eurozone governance,
the ECB enacts hundreds of legal acts every year – primarily regulations and decisions – that
substantially influence financial markets, but whose nature frequently is atypical compared to the
classification of the sources of EU law. Often these acts are not disclosed, while they have been
announced in press releases, like the ‘famous’ OMT programme on 6 September 2012. It is not simply
the growing rule-making power of the ECB that triggers a serious reflection, but even more so the fact
that these powers are exercised without any effective mechanism of control and accountability on the
part of EU and national institutions, while they ‘could yield large returns’.

The confusion between politics and technocracy also takes place at national level. Italy and Greece,
for example, appointed so-called ‘technical governments’ during the crisis, i.e. governments whose
legitimacy derives from the professional competence of their members who are not MPs or elected
politicians, like the Monti Government (2011-2012). This practice is formally in compliance with
constitutional law, since the appointment of Ministers who have not been elected as MPs is not
forbidden either by the constitutional text or by constitutional conventions in these Member States.

---

5 See P. Lindseth, ‘Reconciling Europe and National Parliaments: Reflections on Technocracy, Democracy, and Post-Crisis
Integration’, Amministrazione incammino, July 2014, who recalls the Weberian nightmare of technocratic domination.

6 Unless one argues that parliaments exercise an indirect democratic control through governments on the IMF and via the
new procedures provided by the Treaty of Lisbon on the Commission. The new legal framework emerging from the
banking union, however, provides national parliaments with certain oversight and scrutiny powers over the ECB and the
Single Resolution Board by giving them the power to address observations or questions to them: see article 21, Council
Regulation (EU) no 1024/2013 of 15 October 2013 conferring specific tasks on the European Central Bank concerning
policies relating to the prudential supervision of credit institutions, OJ L 287/63, 29 October 2013, and Regulation (EU)
procedure for the resolution of credit institutions and certain investment firms in the framework of a Single

7 In 2014 the acts adopted, only those published, are available here: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/ecb/legal/date
/2014/html/index.en.html

large returns, the money flows, and the substantial policy implications non-majoritarian independent institutions are able
to mobilize, for example in the case of the US Federal Reserve.
Furthermore these governments remained in office for a limited period, until their mandate to pass specific reforms was fulfilled.\(^9\)

Nevertheless, the dominance of technocracy and the appointment of technical governments raise a series of doubts. First of all these governments were requested, in agreements between EU institutions and national political parties, to implement austerity reforms with severe implications in terms of taxing, spending and borrowing effects for citizens and administrations. The technocracy thus prompted legislative (and constitutional) reforms on behalf of parliaments and governments that had been unable to do so.

Secondly, the intergovernmental Euro-crisis measures and rescue packages supported by Euro-national austerity coalitions (where non-majoritarian technocratic institutions hold a considerable share) in particular were subject to very limited and generalist parliamentary debates. Where discussed in Parliament, they were finally adopted by overwhelming majorities, which either mirrored the composition of the executive, by coalitions of parties, or were able to also gain the support of the opposition and minority groups,\(^10\) in the light of the technical expertise and authority of the Ministers, like in Italy and Greece. Given the need to fulfill European and international obligations promptly in dramatic economic circumstances, which otherwise could have lead to a crisis for the single currency, a responsible course of action was taken to overcome the majority and the opposition divide and to vote (or at least abstain) united for those measures.

Thirdly, as an effect of technocratic domination, parliamentary passivity was initially triggered by the depoliticization of parliamentary debates.\(^11\) When, after a political failure, austerity was deemed to be the only possible solution by experts in the field, it was very difficult for parliaments to challenge this assumption and to prove it wrong. Notwithstanding the work and the support of parliamentary bureaucracies and despite being budgetary authorities, parliaments are not designed to engage in technical debates based on economic arguments and on the expertise of its members, certainly not in the plenary. Sometimes this can happen in parliamentary committees. Nevertheless, at least in the first period of the Euro-crisis, when bailout programmes were still being implemented, for instance in Portugal and Spain, a trend towards the depoliticization of parliaments developed whereby traditional cleavages in parliamentary debates were neutralized, since someone else already possessed the correct answer to the problems. In parallel with such depoliticization within parliamentary institutions, a re-politicization of the debate on Euro-crisis issues started within civil society, as a form of contestation led by Eurosceptic and anti-system movements.\(^12\)

While the Euro-crisis and the legal and economic response became highly salient issues in the public discourse, in particular through media and new protest movements, then transformed into extra-
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\(^11\) In this regard, it is worth recalling the statement of the Italian President of the Council of Ministers, Mario Monti at that time of the ‘technical government’, concerning the relationship between parliaments and governments: ‘If governments allow themselves to be entirely bound to the decisions of their parliament, without protecting their own freedom to act, a break up of Europe would be a more probable outcome than deeper integration’ (Der Spiegel 6 August 2012), recalled also by S. Puntscher Riekmann & D. Wydra, cit., p. 566.

parliamentary political parties, the political conflict over the crisis was deparlamentarized by a deliberate choice of the parliamentary institutions themselves. The opposition moved out from unexpectedly cohesive parliaments and thus was not - initially - channeled through representative institutions. The politicization of the Euro-crisis at national level was not paralleled by its parliamentarization. The only examples of considerable representation of Eurosceptic anti-system movements in Eurozone parliaments are so far the five star movement (M5S) in Italy following the elections of 24-25 February 2013 and Syriza in Greece since the elections of 25 January 2015, when it also became the ruling majority.

In parliamentary and semi-presidential systems, having a parliament without a responsible and effective opposition is a serious threat to the balance of powers and to the democratic legitimacy of the government. Indeed, the opposition is expected to foster a constructive dialectic between the parliament as an institution and the executive, and allow the separation of powers to function. In contrast, the lack of a responsible opposition undermines the ability of the parliament to resist against governmental ‘oppression’.

Nonetheless, the political weakness of responsible oppositions in parliament, on the one hand, and the rising of anti-system movements, on the other, can be controlled or counterbalanced by parliamentary standing orders and rules of procedure, by electoral rules, by a second Chamber, and by the access to judicial review. Germany is by far the most effective example of ‘protected democracy’ among the Eurozone countries, which has allowed a responsible parliamentary opposition to survive and so far has prevented Eurosceptic parties from entering the federal Parliament. The German Basic Law protects the right of parliamentary oppositions and the standing orders of the Bundestag do the same by giving to minorities the right to set up committees of inquiry. Likewise a minority, a parliamentary body and even each MP can challenge the validity of the legislation passed by the Parliament before the Constitutional Court. There are further elements that go towards limiting the power of the majority to act in an unconstrained manner, for example the federal second Chamber (the Bundesrat) and a quite lively debate, in particular after the election of 2013, within the ruling coalition between governing parties. Also the electoral law, with the high threshold to gain seats in the Bundestag, makes it unlikely that new Eurosceptic parties to be represented in Parliament and will become the only real parliamentary opposition.

In other Eurozone countries parliamentary minorities and the parliament itself as an institution independent from the executive are not equally protected. In Spain, for example, although the electoral system usually limits the chance of anti-system parties to enter the national parliament and parliamentary minorities can challenge the legislation before the Tribunal constitucional, this Court however shows an highly deferential approach towards the choice of the majority. Nor are parliamentary minorities effectively protected in the daily activities by the standing orders, in terms of procedural rights that can be activated (e.g. preliminary motions) or in using traditional oversight tools like questions and hearings. The situation is similar in France, despite the attempt to enhance the protection of parliamentary minorities since the constitutional reform of 2008. In practice parliamentary procedures in both France (procedure accéléré) and Spain (lectura única) grant leeway to avoid the second Chamber playing an opposition role. Also, in contrast with Germany, lacking a coalition government in power, the intra-party dialectic within the executive has usually been limited.

In Portugal, although the coalition governments that have been ruling the countries since 2008 have been quite divided internally and this led to internal oppositions and reshuffles, the main player in
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limiting the ‘expansion’ of the Euro-national austerity coalition has been the Constitutional Court; a coalition that, as the actions brought before this Court demonstrate, did not really represent the majority will in the country (section 5). Parliamentary minorities, besides the President of the Republic and the ombudsman, filed several constitutional challenges against the legislation implementing the conditions posed by the rescue package and the Constitutional Court repeatedly struck down the relevant provisions of the Budget Acts. Precisely for those reasons, the reaction of the Euro-national austerity coalition, whose unity was threatened by the Portuguese constitutional case law, was very swift and straightforward. The rescue-package with the Troika was re-negotiated and the Portuguese government renewed its loyalty to the Euro-national coalition by committing to new public spending cuts.15

Finally, in Italy the lack of a dissenting voice to speak out against the Government and to present a real alternative is patent. Italy has been ruled since November 2011 by very grand coalitions, which have had the external support of responsible oppositions as well.16 Thus almost the entire political spectrum was allied with the austerity coalition and parliamentary minorities that could have an incentive to challenge the legislation passed by these widespread coalitions (the Five Stars Movement and the Lega Nord) cannot access the Italian Constitutional Court, according to the Constitution.

Parliaments and citizens in the constitutionalization of the balanced budget rule

The reform of the economic governance in the EU also triggered a process of ‘higher law making’, ‘higher’ only in the sense that Constitutions could be amended in their crucial provisions on budgetary limits and sovereignty, but the direction of the change was already fixed in the Fiscal Compact, namely to introduce a balanced budget clause. Thus it was not an open-ended process which left discretion to the Parliament on how to amend their fundamental law. Rather the opposite, as the budgetary powers of Parliaments could only be constrained by the constitutionalization of a balanced budget clause17 and citizens were not involved at all through referendums,18 even where in theory this was constitutionally possible.

However, as in the version of the Fiscal Compact finally agreed to on 2 March 2012 the constitutionalization of that clause was encouraged – ‘preferably’ – but not imposed; most Eurozone Member States did not change their Constitutions. France and Portugal, for instance, did not pass a constitutional amendment. In France a first attempt to modify the Constitution to insert a ‘golden rule’ failed in March 2011, when the constitutional bill lacked the support of 3/5 majority of both Houses

16 At least until the election of the new President of the Republic, Sergio Mattarella, on 31 January 2015 that brought to an end the informal agreement between the Democratic Party, the governing party together with Nuove Centro Destra, and Forza Italia, which was fulfilling a strategy of external support to the Executive.
17 See, for example, the answers to questions III.8, VII.3, VII.9, and IX.5 in the reports on France, Italy, Portugal, and Spain published within the project on Constitutional Change Through Euro-Crisis Law, EUI Law Department: http://eurocrisislaw.eui.eu/
18 D. Braun & M. Tausendpfund, ‘The Impact of the Euro Crisis on Citizens’ Support for the European Union’, Journal of European Integration, vol. 36, no 3, 2014, p. 231-245 show in their analysis that the support of citizens for the EU integration process has declined substantially during the crisis. Such a decline was detected at the time of the negotiations on the Fiscal Compact. Indeed, one of the reasons why in the version of the Treaty finally agreed the constitutionalization of the balanced budget clause was not made compulsory depended on the fear of the governments in office that constitutional amendments would have been rejected by the People in those Member States, like Denmark, where holding a referendum or new elections in order to enact those amendments is a constitutional requirement. Although the referendum held in Greece on 5 July 2015 did not have to do with the constitutionalization of the balanced budget clause, it was constitutional in its substance and it showed, in a very peculiar and dramatic moment for Greece, a clear decline of the support for the EU and the Eurozone on the part of Greek citizens. On the Greek referendum see the comments published on the Constitutional Change Through Euro-Crisis Law website, http://eurocrisislaw.eui.eu/news/
gathered as the Congress. The failure to achieve such a majority in Parliament, which apparently was too broad to reach even for the Euro-national austerity coalition, did not let then President Nicolas Sarkozy desist from the attempt to change the Constitution. He announced he would be using the power within his discretion to submit the constitutional bill to referendum for its approval,19 after his supposed re-election in 2012, but he was defeated by François Hollande. Even though citizens did not vote for the constitutional amendment, nevertheless they voted against the President who tried to constitutionalize the balanced budget clause; a clear sign of disconnect between the Euro-national austerity coalition and the citizenry. The French Constitutional Council, requested by the new President to judge on the issue, considered the constitutionalization of the balanced budget clause unnecessary and consequently its inclusion in an organic law was deemed to be sufficient (décision n° 2012-653).20 The balanced budget rule was finally included into the Organic Law on the Programming and Governance of Public Finances (Loi organique n. 2012-1403, 17 December 2012), which nevertheless is part of the constitutional block used by the Constitutional Council as a standard of review.

Likewise in Portugal the constitutional amendment did not find enough support in Parliament – two-thirds majority of MPs (Art. 286 Pt. Const.). On this occasion there was a parliamentary reaction by the Left Block (BE-PVC-PE) against a constitutional balanced budget clause perceived as a further confirmation of the austerity policy by the Euro-national coalition. Citizens could not be involved in the constitutional amendment process anyway, as this is designed as a purely parliamentary procedure and referendums on alterations of the Constitution are expressly forbidden (Art. 115 Pt. Const.). Moreover, attempts to call a referendum on the Fiscal Compact – as well as on the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) framework agreement and on the amendment to Art. 136 TFEU – were pursued by minority parties by using either the general constitutional clause on referendum ‘on important issues concerning the national interest’ upon which the Parliament and the Government must decide by legislation or international agreement (Art. 115 Pt. Const.); or the special clause that allows for a referendum on the approval of a treaty aimed at the construction and deepening of the European Union of which the Fiscal Compact was considered part (Art. 295 Pt. Const.), although being formally a non-EU Treaty. These minority proposals (BE-PCP-PE) did not obtain the support of the parliamentary majority and the Government, a coalition government (PSD–CDS-PP)21 at that time supported also by the socialists (PS).22

In Italy and in Spain, where the constitutionalization of the balanced budget clause started well before the Fiscal Compact was agreed, citizens were not involved in the constitutional amendment process,

---

19 According to Art. 89.3 Fr. Const., the President of the Republic can choose which procedure to use for amending the Constitution, whether the Government Bill to amend the Constitution is submitted to the Parliament convened in Congress and approved only if it is passed by a three-fifths majority of the votes cast; or the Bill is submitted to referendum, the choice initially discarded by President Sarkozy.

20 Art. 34 Fr. Const., provides: ‘Social Security Financing Acts shall lay down the general conditions for the financial equilibrium thereof, and taking into account forecasted revenue, shall determine expenditure targets in the conditions and with the reservations provided for by an Institutional Act.’ However, as pointed out by G. Carcassonne, La Constitution, 11 ed., Editions du Seuil, Paris, 2013, §232-233, this provision has always been interpreted simply as fixing a mere objective rather than an immediately enforceable rule. On 13 July 2012 the President of the French Republic, François Hollande, requested the Conseil constitutionnel to decide on whether the authorization to the ratification of the Fiscal Compact had to be preceded by a constitutional reform (Art. 54 Fr. Const.). By contrast, organic laws (also called ‘institutional acts’) are passed by each House by absolute majority in the cases provided by the Constitution and are automatically referred to the Constitutional Council for constitutional review before their promulgation (Art. 46 and 61 Fr. Const.).

21 Composed of the Social Democratic Party and the People’s Party.

Although the procedures provided in the two Constitutions allow the holding of a referendum under specific conditions.\(^{23}\) At that time, in 2011, both Spain and Italy were under speculative attack on the financial markets with the spread between Italian and Spanish bonds compared to the German bonds rapidly increasing and thus the Euro-national austerity coalitions, with the fundamental endorsement of the ECB, considered the adoption of a balanced budget clause as a strategic move towards restoring credibility on the financial markets. Aiming to preserve national financial interests, the timing of the constitutional reforms in these two countries was so constrained that parliamentary debates almost did not take place.

In Spain from the proposal of the constitutional bill to its publication on the Official Journal (BOE) only thirty-two days elapsed, from the end of August to the end of September 2011.\(^{24}\) The constitutional bill was examined by means of the urgency procedure and in lectura única – i.e. directly debated and adopted by the plenum without prior scrutiny by standing committees – and all substantial amendments were rejected. The overall majority of the two Chambers agreed on the reform, with the support of the socialist government and of the main opposition party, Partido Popular. Only some left-wing parties, like Izquierda Unida, showed their discontent but they were not able to reach the quorum of one tenth of MPs to hold a constitutional referendum. However, a recurso de amparo was brought before the Spanish Tribunal constitucional by some MPs from the political group of Esquerra Republicana-Izquierda Unida-Iniciativa Per Catalunya Verds against the constitutional amendments just passed. In particular, the amparo, on the one hand, sought the annulment of the parliamentary resolutions and agreements leading to the adoption of the constitutional reform through the urgency procedure and in lectura única; on the other, contested the use of the ordinary procedure to revise the Constitution (Article 167 instead of Article 168 Sp. Const.),\(^{25}\) although the constitutional bill was able to impair the protection of fundamental rights and to limit the prerogatives of MPs and citizens. The amparo was declared inadmissible as the governing bodies of the Parliament, according to the majority of the judges, rightly applied parliamentary standing orders. The Tribunal constitucional simply decided not to engage with the substantive issues at stake in the amparo; it did not issue a judgment (Sentencia), but just an order of inadmissibility (Auto).\(^{26}\) However, the dissenting opinions of Justice Pablo Pérez Tremps and Justice Luis Ignacio Ortega Álvarez pointed to the missed opportunity for the Court to address for the first time ever the issue of constitutionality of constitutional amendments in the Spanish democratic system, an issue of special complexity and institutional significance that would have deserved a much more careful consideration.

Although the timing was slightly more relaxed, by Italian standards the constitutional reform occurred very quickly. It took longer, from September 2011 to April 2012 for the final approval of constitutional law n. 1/2012, because the Italian procedure for constitutional amendments needs the adoption of the same text by each Chamber in two deliberations at intervals of no less than three months (Art. 138 It. Const.). The approval of the reform in the second deliberation showed such a level of consensus – beyond the two thirds majority required – that not even a constitutional

\(^{23}\) In Spain a referendum on a constitutional amendment passed by the Cortes Generales can be requested by one tenth of the members of either House within fifteen days after its passage (Art. 167.3 Sp. Const.). In Italy, according to Art. 138 It. Const., the condition for presenting a request for a constitutional (confirmatory) referendum by 500,000 citizens, five regional Councils, or one fifth of the members of a House, is that the threshold of two thirds of the members in each Chamber in the second deliberation is not reached, but only the absolute majority of MPs and senators voted in favour.


\(^{25}\) The procedure for the total revision of the Constitution and for amending fundamental right provisions, which has never been applied since 1978, is more complex than Art. 167 Sp. Const. procedure. The constitutional revision has to be agreed twice, firstly by the Parliament in office and subsequently by the new Parliament each time by two-thirds majority of the members of each House.

\(^{26}\) See Auto 9/2012, BOE no. 36/2012, 11 February 2012, p. 152.
referendum could be requested. Indeed the then Government led by Mario Monti, in office since November 2011, was considered as a ‘government of national unity’ sustained by all political groups, from left-wing to right-wing, but for a few MPs from Lega Nord and Italia dei Valori.

Thus it can be concluded that, in very few member states where the balanced budget rule has been constitutionalized, the Euro-national austerity coalitions encountered almost no opposition in Parliament nor did citizens have the opportunity to participate in the constitutional amendment process. Parliamentary procedures went extremely fast and with little contestation, despite the crucial significance of the reforms passed for the budget and the institutional democratic role of parliaments.

**Parliaments vs Governments**

EU law stemming from the reform of economic governance, from the amendment of Article 136 TFEU to the six-pack and the two-pack, almost completely disregards national parliaments. By contrast, it is one of the most criticized instruments adopted in the aftermath of the crisis, the Fiscal Compact (FC), an international agreement signed by all EU member states but the UK, the Czech Republic, and Croatia outside the EU legal framework, which explicitly recognizes a role for national parliaments of the contracting parties in controlling the implementation of the treaty together with the European Parliament (Art. 13 FC). Art. 3.2 of this intergovernmental agreement states, in its last sentence, that the ‘correction mechanism shall fully respect the prerogatives of national parliaments’. Thus whether parliaments are effectively guaranteed mainly depends on national law.

In most Member States, including Germany, where the reform of the Basic Law concerning budgetary procedures had already taken place in 2009, becoming later on a source of inspiration for the constitutionalization of the balanced budget clause in the Eurozone, parliaments relied on the pre-existent budgetary powers protected by the Constitution and, if any, on the constitutional prerogatives they already had in EU affairs. Indeed, during the Eurozone crisis in Germany (Art. 23 GG), in France (Art. 88-4 to 88-7 Fr. Const.), and in Portugal (Arts. 163.f and 197.i) the constitutional provisions protecting the participation of the Parliament in EU procedures or in EU-related procedures have been used extensively and much more than those on the budgetary process to protect the ‘right’ of the parliament to be informed by the government in the different stages of the European Semester and to oversee government’s activity at EU level. As the whole budgetary process has become Euro-national, in contrast with its merely national scope before the reform of economic governance, these latter procedures have been seen by parliaments as particularly suitable to cope with the new challenges of complying with ‘external’ budgetary constraints. The exchange of documents and programmes, stability and national reform programmes, and the negotiations between national and European institutions within the budgetary process has led parliaments to make use of the ordinary procedure of scrutiny and oversight on EU matters. In other words, this has been treated by parliaments as ‘business as usual’, which in most cases has not prompted either the adoption of new constitutional provisions for the protection of parliamentary prerogatives or the adaptation of the internal rules of procedure to the Euro-crisis measures.

This section highlights how domestic law implementing Euro-crisis measures does not represent a way to undermine budgetary powers of parliaments towards the executives per se. In some cases, parliamentary powers have even been enhanced compared to the past. Rather, the application of Euro-crisis law in some Eurozone countries has been weakened by the Euro-national political dynamics and

---

27 Recently an attempt to repeal certain provisions of Law 243/2012, implementing the new constitutional balanced budget clause in Italy, was pursued by an heterogeneous group of politicians and high officials (http://www.referendumstopausterita.it/). In order to hold an abrogative referendum on those provisions at least 500,000 signatures have to be collected, an objective that has not been achieved so far. Even if the abrogative referendum were finally held successfully, this would not cancel the constitutional balanced budget clause, which could be removed only through a new constitutional amendment.
Taking budgetary powers away from national parliaments? On parliamentary prerogatives in the Eurozone crisis

by the lack of legal devices fully able to enforce parliamentary prerogatives and to preserve a role for responsible oppositions. The analysis includes the way the confidence relationship is shaped between parliaments and the executive, the loss of powers of national governments individually, the veto powers of parliaments, the duty of the executives to provide information and the scope of parliamentary scrutiny – very different when looking at the ‘unconventional’ Euro-crisis measures and to the European Semester – and the deparlamentarization of political conflicts.

Governments’ loss of powers

As well national parliaments, national governments, in particular those Eurozone countries which received financial support, also suffered from a loss of budgetary autonomy. As long as the rescue operations are underway, they are no longer independent in setting the general and specific directions of their financial and economic policies.

A series of duties falls on national executives; to fix and to comply with medium-term budgetary objectives, to consistently reduce public debt, to correct macroeconomic imbalances, if any. The achievement or the approach to these targets has to be proved before European institutions, in primis the Commission, and before the other national governments. After the two-pack, even the draft budgetary plans, before they are passed by national Parliaments as the annual budgets for the next fiscal year, the approval of the Commission needs to be sought and, if so requested, the plans are amended. Thus the budgetary constraints of the new economic governance of the EU has limited the fiscal autonomy of national governments more than that usually accorded to national parliaments. Some parliaments, like the German and the Italian ones, had been more successful and influential than others – like the Spanish and the French parliaments – in amending the budget or money bills, but for decades national governments have directed and shaped these procedures (section 1).

During the Eurozone crisis not only parliaments but also many national governments have been keen to accept solutions that either they actively support – in Germany – or passively accept – in France, Italy, Portugal and Spain – to fulfill the proposed objectives of the Euro-national austerity coalitions to which national executives also belong.28 Although the strength of intergovernmental institutions and bodies – European Council, Euro Summit, Euro Group – has certainly increased at supranational level,29 this does not imply that the powers of each national government have been extended alike, rather the opposite for the government of the Member States receiving financial support. The weakening of national executives individually as a consequence of the Euro-crisis law sheds a new light on the inter-institutional relationship between parliaments and governments at national level, although some, like the German and the French governments, depending on their size and role, get some kind of political compensation at EU level. National parliaments are not the only and perhaps not the primary ‘victims’ or ‘losers’ of the Eurozone governance.

---

28 These constraints imposed upon national governments have been described as one of the causes of the ‘democratic default’ in the EU, although these governments (formally) participate in the negotiations where such constraints are agreed. See G. Majone, ‘From regulatory state to democratic default’, Journal of Common Market Studies, August 2014, early view, p. 6, who claims that ‘most national governments are forced to accept the solutions proposed by a few leaders representing the major stockholders of the ECB’.

**Governmental plans overturned by parliaments**

If one looks at national parliaments in the Euro-crisis from the perspective of their relationship with national executives, each parliament still remains perfectly able to force its government to resign given their underlying confidence relationship – with the exception of Cyprus – and to overturn governmental plans.

However, for the sake of political and financial stability during the crisis and of the normal functioning of the form of government the withdrawal of the confidence from the government has been used only as an *extrema ratio*, as a ‘nuclear option’. 30 The weak opposition detected in many national parliaments when dealing with Euro-crisis measures has seconded the operation of the austerity coalitions in office. The electoral defeat of a government has not prevented the new government appointed from confirming the austerity dogma of its predecessor, which in turn might remain willing to support the new executive from the outside. The Euro-national austerity coalitions have usually survived the elections.

At the peak of the Eurozone crisis the Portuguese and the Italian Parliaments forced the resignation of the government in office by defeating the government’s position on economic and fiscal measures that had a highly political significance or that were requested for the fulfillment of the European Semester’s obligations, rather than by adopting a proper motion of no confidence.

In Portugal, however, the Euro-national austerity coalitions had been in operation at least since 2009. The socialist minority government managed to pass the Budget Act 2010 and three austerity packages thanks to the passive support of right-wing parties (PSD and CDS-PPO). 31 It was only with the fourth austerity package that PSD withdrew its external support to the minority government, thus preventing the adoption of the Stability Pact 2011 and, given the gridlock, forcing Prime Minister José Sócrates to resign in March 2011. On 6 April 2011 the resigning Prime Minister declared the bailout and the day after he notified the European Commission, the Eurozone countries, and the IMF of the request for financial assistance, which was granted in May. The general elections for the Parliament, held on 5 June 2011, led to the defeat of the socialists (28% of the votes). The center-right Social Democratic Party (PSD) became the first party of the country (39% of the votes) and its leader, Pedro Passos Coelho, was appointed as Prime Minister on 16 June 2011. Nevertheless, the new PSD−CDS-PP coalition government which resulted from the election did not overturn the existent austerity commitment. Rather, aiming to ‘save the country’ the right-wing coalition became even more radical as for the austerity plans than the former socialist government, while the socialist parties passively supported the political economic of the Euro-national coalition until 2013. Since then the political situation has become more unstable with the socialist party not voting for the Budget Acts since 2013 32 and challenging the informal alliance with PSD−CDS-PP through a motion of no confidence in March 2013. Several reshuffles took place in the executive; a sign that the Euro-national austerity coalition has gradually lost its momentum and cohesion as soon as the financial and assistance programme is completed and more stable financial conditions are restored.

---

30 Although no formal withdrawal of confidence occurred, political instability has featured the operation of government even in France, where on 25 August 2014 President Holland asked the Prime Minister, Manuel Valls, to form a new cabinet consistent with the economic directions the President had set for the country. The reshuffle, which took place primarily because of the disagreement between the President and the then Minister of Economy, Arnaud Montebourg, according to French constitutional rules, did not involve a parliamentary vote (Art. 8 Fr. Const.).

31 See A. Afonso, S. Zartaloudis & Y. Papadopoulos, cit., p. 9-10.

32 According to E. De Giorgi, C. Moury & J. Pedro Ruivo, ‘Incumbents, Opposition and International Lenders: Governing Portugal in Times of Crisis’, *The Journal of Legislative Studies*, Special Issue, cit., p. 54-74, the withdrawal of the external support to the government on the part of the socialist party derived from the decision of Prime Minister Sócrates to negotiate a package of austerity measures with the Troika without consulting the socialists.
In Italy the resignation of the fourth Berlusconi government in November 2011 was linked to the financial troubles experienced by Italy, although issues of purely internal politics also played a role.\textsuperscript{33} The rejection by the parliament of the law adopting the annual audit report of the State, a financial document that does not introduce any new provision into the legal system, but which is highly symbolic as it shows how the budget of the government has been implemented, was at the origins of the process that led to the resignation. It is worth recalling, however, that Italian symmetric bicameral system, in combination with the electoral law and with the progressive changes in the composition of the governmental coalition led the executive, in 2011, to control the majority in the Senate, but not in the Chamber of Deputies. In addition to the risk of a deadlock in the relationship between the Chamber and the Government, the then coalition became extremely divided internally, in particular regarding the direction of the political economy precisely when the spread between Italian BTP and German Bund started rising out of control.

It was in this context that, in the exercise of his prerogatives, the President of the Republic drove the transition from the fourth Berlusconi government to the Monti Government, strongly advocated for at international and European level.\textsuperscript{34} The Euro-national austerity coalition played a role in the appointment of Mario Monti and in building up a widespread consensus on the need to institutionalize the balanced budget rule and to reform labour law.\textsuperscript{35} Starting from July 2011 for a few months Italy benefited from financial support through the Securities Market Programme of the ECB, which in exchange requested the Berlusconi Government – in a secreteexchange of letters, as revealed afterwards\textsuperscript{36} – to implement a series of structural reforms to restore financial stability. However, the commitment to adopt these reforms was not perceived as reliable by EU institutions, in particular the ECB and the Commission.\textsuperscript{37} By contrast, Mario Monti, former European Commissioner for the internal market (1995-1999) and on competition (1999-2004), as the prospective head of the new Italian executive, was seen much more aligned to the aim of the Euro-national austerity coalition, which indeed later he ‘religiously’ observed.\textsuperscript{38}

To some extent the sequence of events that took place in Greece at the end of 2014-beginning of 2015 can also be regarded as first glance as an example of the ability of the parliament to force the government to resign. As a matter of fact, however, the inability of the Greek Parliament to elect the new President of the Republic resulted, because of constitutional rules, not only in the resignation of the executive but also in the dissolution of the Parliament itself and a new election on 25 January 2015.\textsuperscript{39} Moreover, the party obtaining the majority of the seats in the new Parliament, Syriza, was  


\textsuperscript{34} See the joint press conference of Angela Merkel and Nicolas Sarkozy on 23 October 2011, the declarations of the then President of the European Council Herman Van Rompuy on 11 November 2011 and of the Director of the IFM, Christine Lagarde on 12 November 2011.


\textsuperscript{37} Ivi, where the ECB considered Italy's deficit-cutting plan 'not sufficient'.


\textsuperscript{39} According to art. 32 of the Greek Constitution, the President of Greece has to be elected by the unicameral Parliament summoned in a special sitting by roll call vote by two thirds majority of MPs. If the quorum is not reached, two further ballots are allowed – the second by two thirds majority and the third by three fifth majority – at five days one from the other; after that the Parliament is dissolved and a new Parliament will proceed to the election of the President. On 29 December 2014, at the third attempt the Parliament failed again to support the candidate proposed by the Government and thus the mechanism of the automatic dissolution was triggered.
patently against the austerity policy implemented by the government and the parliament in previous legislative terms. Hence the parliamentary deadlock in the election of the President brought to a defeat the then (delegitimised) Parliament. To some extent the same can be held true in the exceptional case of the Greek referendum of 5 July 2015. Both the government and parliament of that country preferred not to play their role of representative institutions and rather discharged their responsibility onto the national population by holding what has been described as an “unconstitutional and undemocratic referendum”.

By contrast, in Cyprus, the only EU member state where a presidential form of government is in place, although the Parliament does not have the constitutional power to force the government to resign, a crucial Euro-crisis measure to rescue the financial system of the country triggered an important reaction from the Parliament. Given a serious banking crisis, on 16 March 2013 the Cypriot government obtained from the Eurogroup support for a financial assistance programme of 10 billion euro and from the IMF for a possible loan. Immediately after, the government, without any consultation with the House of Representatives, committed to adopt budgetary measures in order to raise revenues and presented to the House a bill which would have established a one–off stability levy on all bank accounts (insured and uninsured) regardless of the warning by the governor of the Central Bank of Cyprus not to withdraw money from the bank accounts up to 100,000 euro. The bill was rejected by the Parliament on 19 March 2013 and the Government was obliged to re-negotiate the package with the Eurogroup. The new scheme for a financial and assistance programme provided for fiscal downsizing and consolidation of the banking sector, privatization and structural reforms as well as for a lower levy on uninsured deposits. This time the scheme was previously debated in the House of Representatives which eventually approved by a slight majority the law ratifying the financial assistance facility agreement and the MoU between the ESM, the Republic of Cyprus and the Central Bank of Cyprus (Art. 169.2 Cypriot Const.).

In contrast with Greece, by far the state most seriously affected by the financial crisis and whose Parliament had been already worn out by five years of strict conditionality, constitutional arrangements in Cyprus, namely the constitutional division of powers between the legislative and the executive branch, allowed the House of Representatives to overturn the deal sealed by the government at European and international level to obtain financial support without any parliamentary consultation.

This notwithstanding and despite the confidence relationship in place in other Eurozone countries, the few attempts to overturn governmental plans reported above, in Portugal and Italy for instance, confirm that Parliaments remain constitutionally entitled to decide about the tenure of the government. The Euro crisis measures do not encroach upon this parliamentary prerogative. The actual use of the threat to overturn governmental plans, however, is dependent on the political context.

40 Previous legislative terms were likewise characterised by controversial elections and political instability. Indeed in the election of May 2012 for the first time ever 7 parties won seats in Parliament and this institutions was unable to find a majority to support a new government; as a consequence, one month later, in June 2012 new elections were held this time leading to the formation of a coalition government, subject to reshuffles in June 2013 and 2014.


42 See K. Pantazatou, Report on Cyprus, Constitutional Change Through Euro-Crisis Law Project, EUI Law Department, February 2014, section X.

43 29 MPs in favour and 27 against.
Parliamentary powers on ‘unconventional’ Euro-crisis measures

The ‘right’ of the national parliaments to be informed by the governments and to oversee their action in the Eurozone crisis has been affected to a different degree depending on the financial situation of the country and on the Euro-crisis measures at issue. Indeed, while parliaments have been able to adjust rather smoothly to the European Semester by using the existing procedures for their participation in EU affairs, it has been much more difficult for them to scrutinize the action of their government during the negotiation of intergovernmental agreements – the EFSF framework agreement, the Fiscal Compact and the ESM Treaty – and of rescue packages.

Intergovernmental agreements outside EU law

The rule in most Eurozone parliaments has been either fast-track procedures, or the merger in a single debate of the instrument of implementation or ratification of Euro-crisis intergovernmental agreements (outside EU law). In France, for example, the act approving the amendment of Art. 136 TFEU was authorized at the same time as the ratification of the ESM Treaty, following a joint debate of the two measures and the use of the accelerated procedure (Art. 45 Fr. Const.). By this procedure, which had been widely applied during the ‘Sarkozy era’ even before the Euro crisis, the legislative process is shortened and only one reading in each Chamber takes place before a joint committee between the National Assembly and the Senate is convened in the event of a disagreement. Therefore the whole process was very short and the debate extremely limited, with the main opposition party, the socialists, finally abstaining. These time constraints were a response to the urgent political and economic need for France to solidify a new alliance with Germany, the real promoter of the Art. 136 TFEU amendment, and to show France’s willingness to take the lead in the ratification procedure, in contrast with the difficulties experienced in many Member States.

The French Parliament did not even examine the EFSF Framework Agreement when formally authorizing the ratification. Indeed, when the Council of State was asked by the Government if the EFSF framework agreement and its amendments could be legitimately ratified without parliamentary authorization, although the framework agreement could fall within those treaties ‘committing the finances of the state (Art. 53 Fr. Const.)’, the Council stated that the approval of the Parliament was not necessary. Nevertheless, it clarified that the information right of the Parliament had to be protected when implementing the framework agreement. The consolidated version of the treaty as well as subsequent modifications had to be presented to the Parliament. Moreover, the amending Budget Act adopted on 7 June 2010 (Law n° 2010-606 de finances rectificative pour 2010) – the first act to implement the EFSF in France – required that the standing Committees on finance in both Chambers had to be duly informed of any loans and funding granted via the EFSF. Hence the contents of the EFSF, together with the increase of the French contribution to the IMF resources were discussed in Parliament within the framework of the amending Budget Act for 2010 and within the ordinary budgetary procedures.

In Portugal the Fiscal Compact and the ESM Treaty were debated jointly and, by means of two different parliamentary resolutions, their ratification was authorized on the same day, 13 April 2012.

44 Hence although, as it has been argued (for instance, by A. Hinarejos, The Euro Area Crisis in Constitutional Perspective, cit., p. 161-162) ‘these agreements derive their democratic credentials from national democratic process, in that they are negotiated and signed by democratically elected national executives, and are then ratified by national parliaments’, the actual role of national parliaments has been minimal.

45 The opinion of the Council of State was adopted in its capacity as an advisory body of the Government: see Conseil d’Etat, Rapport public 2012 - Volume 1: activité juridictionnelle et consultative des juridictions administratives, p. 145.

In spite of the wide political support (PSD/CDS-PP plus the socialist party), there was criticism of the lack of parliamentary involvement during the previous negotiations as well as the absence of debate in Parliament about two different, though intertwined, Euro-crisis instruments.

In Italy the lack of information during the government’s negotiations of the Fiscal Compact and of the ESM Treaty led the parliament to include ad hoc provisions for this purpose in Law n. 234/2012, passed in December 2012. Although the Government can invoke the confidentiality of the information transmitted, this confidentiality cannot ultimately impair the right to information and participation of the Italian Parliament in EU affairs, based on protocol I to the Treaty of Lisbon (Art. 4, sections 4, 6, and 7 - law n. 234/2012). As a reaction against the secret intergovernmental negotiations, according to Art. 5.1, law n. 234/2012, ‘the Government promptly informs the Chambers about any initiative aimed at the conclusion of agreements with other EU member states on the creation and the strengthening of the rules of fiscal and monetary policy or capable of producing significant effects on the public finance.’ Indeed, the signature of the Fiscal Compact bypassing the Parliament, in particular, resulted in a shock for the Italian Chambers.

Even in Germany, where the Bundestag has traditionally been protected by means of constitutional case law, the debate in Parliament was definitely subject to time constraints. The bills approving the amendment to Art. 136 TFEU and authorizing the ratification of the Fiscal Compact and the ESM Treaty were introduced on the same day, debated together as if they were one single measure, and adopted almost simultaneously, in June 2012. The only fierce parliamentary opposition was that of Die Linke that challenged the validity of these measures by means of an Organstreit proceeding – alongside thousands of individual complaints – before the German Constitutional Court. Here the protection of the role of parliamentary minorities fostering the debate on the ‘unconventional’ Euro-crisis measures, in particular the intergovernmental agreements, derives primarily from the strong role played by the Constitutional Court.

Relying on its past case law of 30 June 2009 on the Treaty of Lisbon, the Bundesverfassungsgericht has gradually reinforced the involvement of the Bundestag in the Euro-national procedures of implementation of the new economic governance. The judicial protection of the Bundestag is built upon a peculiar interpretation of Art. 38.1 GG on the right to vote for the Bundestag as a ‘right to democracy’ – right that would be irredeemably impaired if the powers and the autonomy of this chamber, where people are represented, were severely limited – in conjunction with Art. 20.2 GG, which identifies the source of the state authority in the people and in the elections, and Art. 79.3 GG, the eternity clause, which preserves the democratic principle as part of the German constitutional identity.

In its judgment of 7 September 2011, on the loan agreement for Greece and the EFSF, the German Constitutional Court clarified which standard had to be followed to grant the Bundestag the power to control and orient the government during the Eurozone crisis (BVerfG, 2 BvR 987/10). The reasoning of the Court from this judgment onward has been based on the argument of the overall budgetary responsibility of the Bundestag, thus on the constitutional requirement to keep budgetary powers in the hands of the national parliament.

The fact that the StabMechG (Act on the Assumption of Guarantees in Connection with a European Stabilisation Mechanism, Euro Stabilisation Mechanism Act) of 22 May 2010 simply requested the Government to ‘try to involve’ the Bundestag, through its Committee on budget, before issuing the


guarantees for the EFSF led to a violation of the Bundestag’s power to make decisions on revenues and expenditures with responsibility to the people. People are democratically represented by this institution which in turn would be deprived by the StabMechG of the right to decide, should the Government make the agreement of the Bundestag unnecessary in order to issue guarantees. As a consequence of this judgment the StabMechG has been amended, starting a process of incremental strengthening of the decision making powers of the Bundestag in the financial procedure. The Government must obtain the consent of this Chamber before it acts.

In its ruling of 28 February 2012 (2 BvE 8/11), on the Bundestag’s right of participation in the EFSF and particularly in authorizing the extension of the guarantees for the fund, the Constitutional Court clarified, based on the usual standards of review – Art. 38.1 GG in conjunction with Art. 20.1. and 2 GG, and Art. 79.3 GG – if and to what extent a temporary limitation of the rights of MPs to be informed could be allowed. According to the StabMechG (Art.3.3), in situations of particular urgency and confidentiality, the consent to the extension of the EFSF guarantees was to be provided on behalf of the Bundestag by a new parliamentary body, the Sondergremium, elected from among the members of the Budget Committee. In cases of particular confidentiality the Sondergremium was also informed about the government’s operation on the EFSF in place of the Bundestag (Art. 5.7 StabMechG). Although the transfer of the right to be informed from the plenary to a minor parliamentary body was not found to be in violation of Art. 38.1 GG, the rights of every MP to be informed can be restricted ‘only to the extent that is absolutely necessary in the interest of the Parliament’s ability to function.’ Therefore an interpretation of the provision in conformity with the Constitution was required: the right to be informed can only be temporarily suspended for as long as the reasons for keeping the information confidential remain in place. Once they have been overcome, the Government must inform the entire Bundestag.

The reasoning used in this decision about the right to information was further developed in a subsequent judgment of the German Constitutional Court of 19 June 2012 (2 BvE 4/11). On application for Organstreit proceedings brought by a minority group, Alliance 90/The Greens, the Federal Government was found to be in violation of the right of the Bundestag to be informed in connection with the ESM and the Euro Plus Pact. In particular, the Court acknowledged that Article 23.2 sentence 2 GG, which obliges the Federal Government to keep the Bundestag informed, comprehensively and at the earliest possible time, ‘in matters concerning the European Union’, also applies to international treaties and political agreements negotiated outside the EU legal framework but linked to European integration. According to the Court, the Government failed to provide the relevant information to the Parliament although it was the initiator of those pacts, together with France. The Bundesverfassungsgericht also set specific standards of quality and quantity for the information to be transmitted to the Bundestag so as to enable the Parliament to contribute effectively to shape the government’s position (the Parliament must have a direct influence on it). The disclosure of information also ‘serves the publicity of parliamentary work’, a condition that the Court derives from the protection of the democratic principle embedded in Art. 20.2 GG. The more complex a matter is and the more intrusive on Parliament’s legislative power a measure is, the more intensive and detailed the information to be provided must be. The duty to inform does not include only governmental acts or documents, but also official materials of the EU institutions, international organizations, and other Member States, and must be supplied in written form as a general rule. Furthermore, the information must be transmitted step by step and not ‘in an overall package’, once the decision-making process has been completed. In particular, information must reach the Parliament whenever the Government dominates the entire procedure, as it was for the negotiation of the Euro Plus Pact and the ESM Treaty. There is evidence, provided by the Court itself in the judgment, that the Government had information available well in advance of the closure of the negotiations and which should have been submitted to the Bundestag.

As a consequence of these decisions, the Act on Financial Participation in the European Stability Mechanism (ESMFinG) and the Law on the Pact of 2 March 2012 on Stability, Coordination and
Governance in the Economic and Monetary Union, about the Fiscal Compact, both adopted on 29 June 2012, set higher thresholds as regards the information duty of the government towards the Bundestag.

The subsequent decision of the Court of 12 September 2012 expressly linked the right to information to the performance of the overall budgetary responsibility by the Bundestag. The latter is dependent upon the former (para 215).

‘The German Bundestag cannot exercise its overall budgetary responsibility without receiving sufficient information concerning the decisions with budgetary implications for which is accountable. The principle of democracy under Article 20 (1) and (2) of the Basic Law therefore requires that the German Bundestag is able to have access to the information which it needs to assess the fundamental bases and consequences of its decision (...). The core of the right of parliament to be informed is therefore also entrenched in Article 79 (3) of the Basic Law. Sufficient information of parliament by the government is therefore a necessary precondition of an effective preparation of parliament’s decisions and of the exercise of its monitoring function.’

On the basis of the German example and of the path traced by the German Constitutional Court since the decisions of 7 September 2011 and of 28 February 2012, which was treated as a benchmark in France, Italy, Portugal and Spain, a parliamentary assent, usually in the form of a law and in particular through the annual Budget Act, is also requested for the payment of the installments for the ESM. However, unlike the German Parliament, first of all the consent of the Parliaments in the other four countries is not needed for disbursement of on-call capital; secondly the potential veto of these parliaments of their governments, as it was discussed especially in the case of the Spanish Parliament, is unable to block the functioning of the ESM under the emergency voting procedure, given the decision-making role of the ESM governing bodies which is based on the subscription of share capital per country. Asymmetries among parliamentary veto powers arise clearly in this field, where the decisions that would “threaten to a significant extent the economic and financial sustainability of the euro area” are not taken by unanimity but rather by qualified majority of 85% of the votes cast.\(^49\) Since the voting rights of each ESM Member shall be equal to the number of shares allocated to it in the authorized capital stock of the ESM (Art. 4.7 and Annex II ESM Treaty), the veto of the German or of the French parliaments can indirectly affect the ESM, whereas the parliaments of countries with a limited share capital do not enjoy such a power. The weakness or the strength of a Parliament in controlling the operation of the ESM relies on purely economic grounds and in particular on the share capital that each Member State has in the Fund, this being proportionate to its decision-making powers.

**Rescue packages**

The secrecy of the procedures and the lack of parliamentary involvement also featured in the adoption of the crucial measures of financial assistance and support. For example, the inclusion of Italy in the Securities Market Programme of the ECB was officially disclosed by the Italian Government only in late 2011. Furthermore, it was never debated by the Parliament, although, as said above (section 4.2.), it certainly affected the change of the government in 2011 and the subsequent adoption of structural reforms.\(^50\) By the same token, only one year ago, former Prime Minister of Spain José Zapatero

---


disclosed to the public the letter received by the ECB in August 2011 directly before the constitutional reform was adopted and whose existence he had always refused to admit to.\textsuperscript{51}

The ability of the parliaments to oversee promptly the strict conditions negotiated in exchange for financial assistance was severely jeopardized in Portugal and in Spain. Indeed, once the bailout was declared, the Portuguese and the Spanish Parliaments did not examine the content of the Memorandum of Understanding and of the Financial Assistance Facility Agreement nor were they involved during the negotiations. In Portugal this happened despite the fact that according to the text of the Constitution, in theory the position of the Portuguese Parliament is secured in both the budgetary process and in relation to EU affairs. For example, parliamentary authorization is requested for the Government to contract and grant loans and other lending operations, also for ‘setting the upper limit for guarantees to be given by the Government in any given year’ (Art. 161.h Pt. Const.), which was particularly relevant in the context of the Portuguese bailout. Moreover, in theory the Portuguese Parliament is protected by the Constitution as regards its participation in EU decision-making processes and the Government must inform the Parliament ‘in good time’ about any developments in the EU integration process (Arts. 163.f and 197.i Pt. Const.). Due to the political crisis and elections in 2011, the Portuguese Assembly could not debate the Memorandum of Understanding and the Financial and Economic Assistance Programme immediately, but it did so only one year after their adoption, when the measures agreed with the Troika were included in the annual Budget Act.

Furthermore, although the Portuguese Constitutional Court has the power to review ex ante the compliance of international agreements with the Constitution, thus acting as a potential constraint on the conditions imposed by the austerity coalition and to protect parliamentary prerogatives, this review was deliberately avoided by the Government (Art. 278 Pt. Const.) by considering the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Troika as a political agreement formally devoid of binding effects.\textsuperscript{52}

By the same token, although in Spain the MoU was treated as an international treaty, the government chose to consider it as an agreement not subject to parliamentary approval before the ratification (Art. 94.2 Sp. Const). The Spanish Parliament has only been able to debate and pass legislation implementing the measures agreed through the MoU, mainly by means of decree-laws issued by the executive and converted into law, without amendments, by the Cortes Generales (Art. 86 Sp. Const.).\textsuperscript{53}

Finally, given the extraordinary situation of the bailout from 2011 to 2014, in the Portuguese Parliament the attempt to strengthen the oversight on the implementation of the rescue package led to the use of measures that are usually not connected with the budgetary process and that were not adopted in the other Parliaments. Since 2011 the Portuguese Parliament has established several committees of inquiry in order to investigate issues related to the reform of economic governance.\textsuperscript{54}

According to Art. 178 Pt. Const., committees of inquiry can be formed ad hoc, only for the duration of the inquiry – thus having a temporary nature –, and ‘shall possess the investigative powers of the judicial authorities.’ Moreover a special Committee to support the implementation of the measures of the Financial Assistance Programme for Portugal has been in operation since 2011. This Committee,

\textsuperscript{51} Significantly the letter was published as an annex to his biography: J. L. Rodríguez Zapatero, El Dilema: 600 Días de Vértigo, Barcelona, Planeta, 2013, p. 405-408.


\textsuperscript{54} Comissão Parlamentar de Inquérito ao Processo de Nacionalização, Gestão e Atenção do Banco Português de Negócios S.A., Comissão Parlamentar de Inquérito à Contratação de Negociação, Renegociação e Gestão de todas as Parcerias Público-Privadas do Sector Rodoviário e Ferroviário, Comissão Parlamentar de Inquérito à Celebração de Contratos de Gestão de Risco Financeiro por Empresas do Sector Público.
composed of MPs from all political parties, controlled the compliance of the national measures with the Memorandum of Understanding and the correct implementation of the Memorandum by the Government. Moreover it regularly met in camera with the Troika’s representatives during the review missions.

**Parliamentary powers within the European Semester**

The lack of judicial protection comparable to the one assured by the German Constitutional Court to the Bundestag limited the ability of some Eurozone parliaments, and particularly those of the bailout countries, to control the negotiation, ratification/application and implementation of the ‘unconventional’ Euro-crisis law measures as atypical sources of law that they do not usually manage and whose adoption was una tantum or whose force is expected to exist for a limited period of time.

By way of contrast, the participation of parliaments in the European Semester, as provided by the six-pack and the two-pack, has now become routine and sees parliaments actively involved in budgetary procedures. For this purpose reforms were passed to protect the role of parliaments and ad hoc provisions were entrenched in ordinary legislation, in organic laws or in similar sources of law, amendable by a special majority and integrating the standards of review by Constitutional Courts. In other words, a double standard of protection of parliamentary prerogatives can be detected. As regards ‘unconventional’ Euro-crisis law – intergovernmental agreements and rescue packages – justified in the name of the extraordinary circumstances threatening the collapse of the Euro area, parliaments were largely bypassed and enjoyed only a limited influence during the negotiations and the initial implementation, except where a Court effectively played a counter-majoritarian role; within the European Semester, instead, parliamentary powers have been enhanced compared to the pre-crisis regime, although their actual use might be impaired when the possibility of a judicial enforcement of these powers against the government is lacking.

In France, organic law nº 2012-1403 of 17 December 2012 (relative à la programmation et à la gouvernance des finances publiques) requests that a detailed report for the Parliament is attached to the programming act, which defines the multi-annual financial framework for the next years, for example in order to explain how the different provisions – policy by policy – of the act can impact on the medium term objective (Art. 5). By the same token, given the coordination of the budgetary and the economic policies between the member states and the periodical exchange of documents between the national Government and the EU institutions, debates are organized on these subjects in the two chambers in due time so as to make the transmission of information to the parliament useful and to allow the Parliament to orient the government’s action (Art. 10). To this end, the procedures for parliamentary participation in EU affairs to hear Ministers before and after European meetings and parliamentary questions are also often used.

The Italian Parliament has also taken advantage of the financial crisis to test new procedures and tools for parliamentary scrutiny. The new framework law on the budgetary process, Law nº 196/2009, as

---

55 On the confusion created by the MoU as for their legal nature and force, for example in Greece, see A. Marketou, *Legal Manifestations of the Emergency in National Euro Crisis Law: Greece, in Constitutional Change Through Euro-Crisis Law*, cit., Law 2015/14, p. 3.

56 In Italy, also at constitutional level. For the first time ever constitutional law 1/2012 – which introduced the balanced budget clause into the Italian Constitution – ensured constitutional protection to parliamentary oversight on the balance between revenues and expenditures and on the quality and quantity of the public administrations’ expenditures.

amended, contains an ad hoc section on parliamentary scrutiny. Art. 4.2 promotes forms of bicameral cooperation on scrutiny of public finances and Art. 4.1. allows the chambers to orient the government in the preparation of the budgetary documents. The Italian side of the Euro-national budgetary process starts with the debate in Parliament of the Document of Economics and Finance (DEF), which sets the multi-annual financial framework and the projections of the macroeconomic variables for the next years. The DEF, which is the first act to orient the conduct of the executive towards the approval of the budget, is adopted in both chambers by resolution. The Minister of Economics is heard before the relevant committees immediately after the European Council and provides the policy orientations and a debate takes place on the subsequent drafting of the stability and the national reform programmes. In practice these two programmes are examined by the Parliament before their transmission to the European Commission even though no clear procedure of examination has been formally introduced (Art. 9). Likewise the Italian Parliament is involved in the correction mechanism, as it is informed and consulted throughout the entire process of monitoring the fulfillment and the deviation from the programmatic objectives (Arts. 7 and 8, Law 243/2012). 58

In Portugal, law 37/2013 – substantially modifying the Ley de Encuadramento Orçamental and implementing Directive 2011/85EU – has reinforced the right to information of the Parliament in the budgetary process. 59 The principle of transparency has been introduced and has a new general rule that shapes the budgetary process and is linked to the principle of sincere cooperation between institutions which share responsibility in this field (Art. 10-C). The Government must send to the Assembly a list of information relevant to oversee the execution of the budget (Art. 59.3 and 4) in a timely manner, every month or every three months, depending on the document, including the flow of monies between Portugal and the EU, i.e. also EFSF, ESM. The list provided within law n. 37/2013 is not exhaustive and can be extended upon request by the Parliament, with the Government bound to comply with this additional request for information (Art. 59.6). Moreover the Government must transmit to the Assembly any other domestic document related to the participation in the new economic governance; from the annual debt ceiling (Art. 89) to the annual audit report about the implementation of the national reform programme and of the stability programme, showing the results achieved (Art. 72-A). However, one of the problems that might occur, in Portugal as well as in Italy, is that there is no mechanism for ensuring the compliance of the government with its duty of information, 60 unless there are effective tools for challenging the constitutional validity of the Government’s omission and the duty of information is entrenched in the Constitution. 61

Similarly in Spain the constitutional protection of the right to information of the Parliament is lacking, unless it is implicitly derived from Art. 23 Sp. Const., which recognizes the right of the citizens to participate in public affairs directly or through elected representatives; that is to say: drawing on the case law of the German Constitutional Court, if due to the lack of information available MPs are unable to perform their representative function, then the right of citizens to participate in public life is also jeopardized. However it is unlikely that such an interpretation will be followed by the Spanish Constitutional Court because there is no explicit right to information in EU matters established in the Constitution in favour of the Cortes Generales (unlike Art. 23.2 German Basic Law) nor organic law 2/2012 (de Estabilidad Presupuestaria y Sostenibilidad Financiera) acknowledges the right to information in favour of the Parliament. It is only Law n. 22/2013, the annual Budget Act for 2014 (de

58 Law 243/2012 is a new source of law in the Italian legal system, which has a domain reserved by constitutional law 1/2012 and can be approved or amended only by absolute majority.

59 Law 37/2013 is a budgetary framework law and, as any other framework law in the Portuguese legal system, it is a standard for the Constitutional Court to review the legality of ordinary legislation (Article 280.2 (a, Pt. Const.).


61 The Portuguese Constitution acknowledges the unconstitutionality by omission, to be declared by the Constitutional Court (Art. 283 Pt. Const.), but it is the omission of legislative measures by the Parliament or by one of the regional legislative assemblies that can be challenged rather than the inability of Government to fulfill its duties.
Presupuestos Generales del Estado para el año 2014), that contains a series of provisions about the duty of information of the Government with regard to the budgetary cycle. According to organic law 2/2012, the Spanish Parliament is able to influence and to control the Government closely throughout the European Semester. The Cortes Generales adopt the medium term objective as well as the stability and the national reform programmes (Art. 23) and defines the stability objectives that orient the executive in drafting the budget (Art. 15). Like in France, the Spanish Parliament can use ‘classical’ instruments of scrutiny, like hearings and questions, when it deals with budgetary issues. However, even scrutiny procedures are strongly dominated by the majority party, Partido Popular, which controls an overwhelming majority of the seats in both Chambers, in particular through the bodies governing the plenary and the committees (Mesas) which decide when and how to convene meetings.

The strong party discipline and the limited procedural rights of minority groups undermine the ability of the Spanish Parliament as a whole to scrutinize the Government. Also while the Tribunal constitucional has built upon Art. 23 Sp. Const. and the recurso de amparo the conditions for an effective protection of the individual rights of MPs, especially parliamentary immunities, there is no equivalent protection of opposition and minority rights in the framework of parliamentary scrutiny and oversight. Moreover the saisine parlementaire by a minority of fifty MPs or senators only concerns legislative acts and thus cannot be used in this framework (art. 161.1.a), Sp. Const.).

Parliaments also enjoy veto powers on their governments under national law in specific procedures provided for within the European Semester, like the power to veto the temporary deviation from the MTO in exceptional circumstances. The exceptional circumstances and events at stake are already outlined by EU Regulation n° 1177/2011 of the six-pack, although these provisions can be complemented at national level. In particular the resort to these peculiar situations – i.e. natural disasters or any unusual event outside the control of a Member State – so as to justify the lack of compliance with the MTO must be authorized by the Parliament by absolute majority in Germany, Italy, Portugal and Spain.

Where the absolute majority is requested for the parliamentary authorization to deviate, reaching this quorum is not a problem for legislatures where the majority party or coalition is stable and can count on a number of MPs equal to or above the absolute majority. However, it might become a problem if a minority government is in office or if the ruling coalition is not particularly cohesive, like in Italy and in Portugal. However, given the consensual spirit which has inspired the Parliaments so far in the
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62 The Government must submit to the chambers information about public investments and expenditures, either at State or at subnational level, every six months (Art. 14); about the evolution of the public debt every three months (Art. 51); about the public guarantees – i.e. EFSF and now ESM – every three months (Art. 56), and about the management of national public funds.


64 Out of 350 seats in the Congreso, there are 185 MPs from the Partido Popular, plus those of the Grupo Parlamentario Mixto (18) and of the Grupo Parlamentario Catalán (16), who usually vote in favour of governmental bills. In the Senate out of 266 seats, 160 senators are from the Partido Popular, 13 from the Grupo Parlamentario Catalán and 15 from the Grupo Parlamentario Mixto.


68 In France the occurrence of the exceptional circumstances under which a deviation from the MTO is justified is declared by the newly established independent fiscal institution – the Haut Conseil des finances publiques – upon governmental request. The opinion of the High Council then is transmitted to the Parliament and in the framework of the correction mechanism the Government has to propose corrective measures and to explain before the Parliament the reasons for the deviation.
implementation of the reform of the economic governance in the five countries and the serious threat posed by one of the exceptional circumstances invoked, it is unlikely that a Parliament would reject the proposal of the Government to resort to this instrument.

The rejection is also unlikely to happen because of the way these procedures are sometimes managed, with the aim to avoid or delay the parliamentary involvement in the issue. In Italy, for instance, Finance Minister Pier Carlo Padoan sent a letter to the European Commission announcing the deviation from the MTO on 16 April 2014, before seeking parliamentary authorization on the decision, as it is requested by Art. 6 Law 243/2012.69 The Government interpreted Art. 6 as implying seeking the consent of the European Commission on the deviation first and subsequently receive a retroactive and formal authorization by the Parliament, which is deprived of a real power to endorse or veto this deviation. Against this interpretation there is little to do as, for example, the Italian Constitutional Court could hardly be asked to judge on a Government’s omission, given the way proceedings are designed before the Court (Art. 134 It. Const.).

Thus it can be concluded that despite the strengthening of parliamentary prerogatives in the budgetary cycle under national law as a consequence of the setting up of the European Semester, the actual enforcement of these powers might rely on the existence of a judge, like a Constitutional Court, by whom cases of violation of parliamentary prerogative by the government can be addressed.

**The (unexploited) potential of fiscal councils**

In the framework of the European Semester the setting up at national level of fiscal councils can represent a positive development for national parliaments. These new institutions were designed by Directive 2011/05/EU, by the Fiscal Compact (Art. 3.2), and by the two-pack, in order to provide independent macroeconomic forecasts for the budget, to monitor fiscal performance and/or to advise the government and the parliament on fiscal policy matters.70 Fiscal councils can become sources of independent information for parliaments to narrow the information gap between legislative and executive branches on budgetary issues. In other words, these new independent institutions could re-balance the inter-institutional relationship in favour of parliaments in a field, like that of the budgetary procedures between the national and the supranational level, where information is traditionally administered by governments with a high degree of autonomy.

However, the potential of fiscal councils has not yet been properly exploited. In Member States, like Portugal and Germany, where the fiscal councils are established within the executive branch, parliaments do not receive any direct benefit from their setting up. The Portuguese Council of Public Finance and the German Council of Economic Experts and Stability are not only devoid of a direct relationship with the parliament but they cannot be considered as truly independent institutions from the executive, under the conditions set by EU law.71

The new French Fiscal Council, instead, is strongly linked to the existing Court of Auditors and provides independent information to the Parliament. The **Haut Conseil des finances publiques** is

---


Cristina Fasone

presided over by the first President of the Court of Auditors and four of its ten members are magistrates of this Court (Art. 11, organic law n° 2012-1403). The other members are the director-general of the national Institute of statistics and economic studies, one member is appointed by the Economic, Social and Environmental Council, and four members are chosen by the President of the National Assembly, by the President of the Senate, and by the Presidents of the two committees on finances, based on their economic expertise. Before the Programming Act for setting the multi-annual financial framework is transmitted to the Parliament (and to the Council of State), the Government submits it to the Haut Conseil for its assessment in the light of the macroeconomic forecasts and the projection of growth of the gross domestic product. The same assessment is accomplished with regard to the annual Budget Act and the Social Security Financing Act and the opinion of the Haut Conseil is also transmitted to the Parliament and made public (Arts. 14 and 15).

In a judgment of 2012 the French Conseil Constitutionnel, deciding on the Loi organique relative à la programmation et à la gouvernance des finances publiques that also set up the Haut Conseil, clearly established a connection between the enforcement of the principle of sincerity of the budget, recognised in French constitutional case law for years, and the new fiscal council:

"Considérant que l'article 6 de la loi organique énonce le principe de sincérité des lois de programmation des finances publiques, en précisant : « Sa sincérité s'apprécie compte tenu des informations disponibles et des prévisions qui peuvent raisonnablement en découler » ; qu'il est notamment prévu à l'article 13 que le Haut Conseil des finances publiques rend un avis sur les prévisions macroéconomiques sur lesquelles repose le projet de loi de programmation des finances publiques; que la sincérité de la loi de programmation devra être appréciée notamment en prenant en compte cet avis. [emphasis added]"

Since then, according to Art. 61 Fr. Const., a series of cases were brought before the Conseil Constitutionnel by parliamentary minorities also on these grounds, although they have never succeeded. For instance, in a saisine parlementaire against the Social Security Financing Act for 2014, law n° 2013-1203, a minority of senators and of MPs challenged the constitutionality of that law taking into account that, according to the opinion of the Haut Conseil, the macroeconomic forecasts on which the Social Security Financing Act was based were not sufficiently reliable and, hence, the principle of sincerity had been violated. This case could have been an opportunity for the Parliament, through its parliamentary minorities, to use independent information to scrutinize closely the government’s fiscal policy, and, if necessary, to challenge its effectiveness. The Constitutional Council, however, dismissed the constitutional challenge. It held that no evidence supported the hypothesis that the Social Security Financing Act would have impaired the achievement of the national objective on the expenditure for the health care insurance and the government during the legislative process tabled an amendment – which was adopted – aimed at reducing the negative impact on public expenditures. In stating this, the Constitutional Council provided a narrow reading of the Haut Conseil’s powers on the decisions of the government and of the impact of the fiscal council’s opinions as a standard for the constitutional review of budget and financing acts.

In Spain and in Italy, in theory, fiscal councils have a ‘special’ relationship with parliaments. The budget office of the Spanish Cortes General – Oficina Presupuestaria de las Cortes Generales – is

72 The Haut Conseil also issues opinion on the national stability programme and on the deviation from the medium term-objective.
76 Conseil Constitutionnel, Décision no. 2013-682 DC, 19 December 2013, in particular paras 2-7.
regulated by law 37/2010 and is based at the General-Secretariat of the Congress. It may be asked by the Chambers to provide any study and report about public accounts that is needed and in this it is at the complete disposal of the Cortes. According to law 37/2010 and law 22/2013 it is primarily by means of this parliamentary budget office that governmental information reaches the Chambers and is elaborated upon, in addition to the independent source of information the office has, given its access to any financial and economic database of the country. During the European Semester the Government must transmit regularly to the Oficina Presupuestaria, and indirectly to the two Chambers, several reports about public accounts and the parliamentary budget office will table an annual report before the Cortes. In November 2013, organic law n. 6/2013 established another fiscal council, this time at the Ministry of Economy, the Autoridad Independiente de Responsabilidad Fiscal (AIRF). This authority is appointed with the consent of the Spanish Congress and provides studies, reports, and opinions on request of all public administrations or ex officio. Moreover the new authority provides macroeconomic forecasts and a first draft of the annual Budget Act, checks the stability programme and the execution of the budget and assesses the economic and fiscal programmes of the regions.

Likewise the Italian fiscal council, the parliamentary budget office established in May 2014, is closely connected with parliamentary activity. This is so on account of constitutional law 1/2012, which requested its setting up within the chambers, and of law 243/2012. The three members of the parliamentary budget office are appointed upon agreement of the Speakers of the two Chambers drawn from a list of ten independent experts chosen by the standing committees on budget and finance by two thirds majority. As many other fiscal councils, the parliamentary budget office provides macroeconomic and financial forecasts, the assessment of compliance with the Euro-national fiscal rules, of the trend in the public finances, of the macroeconomic impact of major bills, of possible deviation from the medium term-objective and of the activation and use of the correction mechanism.

In spite of the long list of competences these Italian and Spanish fiscal councils have, the lack of binding powers and of coordination with other institutions performing similar tasks, like Courts of auditors, diminish their potential to strengthen parliaments. Although the independent information flow towards parliaments has certainly grown, the effect of a deviation from fiscal councils’ position is still not clear. In Spain if the recommendations issued by AIRF are disregarded by the administration to which they are addressed, the administration must give reasons for its conduct. Similarly, in case of ‘significant divergence’ between the Italian parliamentary budget office’s assessment and that of the Government, one third of the member of the Committee on budget can ask the Government to take a position on whether and why it is willing to confirm its assessment or it wants to adjust it to the fiscal council’s evaluation. The uncertainty about the value of fiscal councils’ opinions, like in France, or the coexistence of several fiscal councils in the same country, like in Germany, can undermine their role and authority.

At present the main effects of these provisions appear to be the creation of new avenues to hold the Government accountable on budgetary decisions, although it can take time before these fiscal councils build up a solid reputation, when they are brand new institutions, and to establish more effective and cooperative relationships with other constitutional bodies, primarily the Parliaments.

**The deparlimentarization of political conflicts**

As said above (section 2), the mainstream idea according to which national parliaments have been marginalized in the new economic governance stems primarily from the attitude shown by legislatures when dealing with Euro-crisis measures, first of all ‘unconventional’ Euro-crisis measures. Euro-crisis intergovernmental agreements and rescue packages, where their ratification was authorized by parliaments and their national measures of implementation were frequently passed by overwhelming
majors. Indeed, the main (responsible) opposition party either supported the majority or abstained and thus became directly or indirectly part of the austerity coalitions.\(^77\)

Such wide parliamentary consensus,\(^78\) strongly promoted by the EU institutions, on the one hand, was a sign of responsibility from the legislatures, given the seriousness of the financial crisis, to fulfil the European and international obligations taken by their governments and to please financial markets against recurrent speculative attacks. On the other hand, however, this apparent cross-sectional support in Parliament devalued the role of parliamentary institutions as democratic instances during the crisis, where different views can be confronted through political debate.

This debate between austerity supporters and the others – with very different positions, from those advocating for Keynesian counter-cyclical policies to those claiming to withdraw from the Eurozone – was thus deparlamentarized. Dissensus arising from the implementation of Euro-crisis measures was addressed outside representative institutions, and in particular parliaments, the traditional place where political conflicts are addressed in constitutional democracies.\(^79\) The opposition was voiced through elections, by means of new Eurosceptic and anti-system – initially also extra-parliamentary – parties/movements, and through Courts.

The parliamentary majorities in office at the beginning of the Eurozone crisis were defeated almost everywhere in the first elections – Portugal and Spain in 2011, France in 2012, Italy in 2013, with the partial exception of Germany.\(^80\) Yet the new Governments usually have not changed the existing path towards austerity reforms, regardless of mass protests and demonstrations.\(^81\) It has been argued, for example in the Portuguese case, that the reforms of the new ruling coalition were even more radical than those of the past minority government and compared to the conditions posed by the Troika in exchange for financial assistance.\(^82\)

New movements and parties have grown in this context, at the opposite sides of the political spectrum, from extreme right to extreme left, and it is difficult to consider them as a unitary phenomenon. Sometimes their rise originated from purely domestic reasons. Most of these parties, however, do have some features in common, like the populist rhetoric, the attempt to overturn the role of representative institutions, and above all the contestation of austerity measures ‘imposed’ by the EU. Also, so far these movements and parties have been able to turn existent dissensus into a source for their public consensus, given the stagnation in parliamentary majorities. Indeed, the main (responsible) opposition party either supported the majority or abstained and thus became directly or indirectly part of the austerity coalitions.\(^77\)

\(^77\) E. De Giorgi & C. Moury, ‘Conclusions: Great Recession, Great Cooperation?’, cit., p. 115-120.

\(^78\) E. De Giorgi, C. Moury & J. Pedro Ruivo, ‘Incumbents, Opposition and International Lenders: Governing Portugal in Times of Crisis’, cit., p. 71 clearly highlight the different attitudes of opposition parties in Portugal: whereas traditional pro-European parties, like PSD and PS, showed a more cooperative attitude towards the executive at least until 2013, if compared to the pre-crisis period; more radical and Eurosceptic parties, like PCP and PEV, put in place a strong opposition against the governments, much more adversarial and fierce than in normal times.


\(^80\) Indeed, in the federal election held on 22 September 2013 the CDU/CSU of the Chancellor Angela Merkel improved its previous electoral results and conquered nearly 50% of the seats in the Bundestag; however, its coalition partner, the Free Democrats did not reach the threshold of 5% of the votes. As a consequence a new grand coalition between CDU/CSU and Social Democrats (SPD) was formed.

\(^81\) Protests against austerity measures took place in France, Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain starting in particular from 2011. See P. Statham & H.-J. Trenz, ‘Understanding the mechanisms of EU politicisation’, cit., p. 1-20. Even where the new Government, like the Greek Government led by Alexis Tsipras, claimed to overturn the austerity mainstream it could not do so fully because of the lending conditions.

\(^82\) See A. Afonso, S. Zartaloudis & Y. Papadopoulos, ‘How party linkages shape austerity politics’, cit., p. 10-11 and section 4.2. above.
Five Star Movement (M5S), *Alternative für Deutschland* (AfD), not to mention the Greek Syriza and even Golden Dawn have gained increasing support when they have run for local, national or European elections. They have also been given ‘merit’ to politicize, through their contestation, the EU and Euro-crisis issues at national level, something that had never taken place before.

Although successful, these anti-system movements and parties have not managed to bring their claims inside national parliaments in France, Germany, Portugal and Spain and thus they lead the debate in public opinion against austerity but outside domestic legislatures. The electoral systems in place, in particular the double ballot majority system and ‘corrected proportional’ electoral system, like in Germany and in Spain, so far have prevented this outcome.

**Parliaments and Constitutional Courts**

The dissensus against the austerity reforms and the passivity of parliaments to the ‘diktat’ of the Euro-national austerity coalitions has also been channelled, sometimes successfully, by means of constitutional complaints and challenges before courts. In the aftermath of the Eurozone crisis some very active Constitutional Courts, like those of Germany and Portugal, also by taking disputable decisions and using different arguments one from the other, appeared to be more empathetic with the claims of citizens than parliaments themselves. They have also set substantial and procedural limits on the implementation of Euro-crisis measures that have affected parliamentary powers, with the effect of either strengthening or undermining these prerogatives. Indeed, depending on the case, Constitutional Courts can rule in favour of parliamentary prerogatives or the opposite; can impair parliamentary autonomy and budgetary powers. However, whether the protection of parliaments really is the ultimate objective of these courts remains to be seen.

The German Constitutional Court stood as a protector of the budgetary powers of the German *Bundestag* in a series of cases since 2010 where the democratic principle has been connected to the overall budgetary responsibility of parliament. This Constitutional Court, however, has taken a rather paternalistic stance towards the Parliament, even protecting the *Bundestag* against itself and its passivity, as confirmed in the latest decisions of the ‘saga’. For example, in the OMT referral of the

---


84 On *Podemos*, which has recently got excellent results at the local elections in May 2015, see the survey published on *El Mundo*, ‘Podemos, primera fuerza’, by Marisa Cruz, 24 November 2014; the French *Front National* obtained a good result in 2012 presidential election, managed to elect two MPs at the 2012 legislative election and at the 2014 European elections it scored as the first party in France (see P. Haski, ‘The Front National's victory reflects a failure of France’s elite’, *The Guardian*, 28 May 2014); the Italian M5S, after the success in regional elections, e.g. in Sicily, in February 2013 became the second party represented in the Chamber of Deputies and the third party at the Senate; finally *Alternative für Deutschland* at the national election of 2013 scored little below the threshold of 5%, in 2014 won 7 of the 96 Germany’s seats at the European Parliament, and for the first time in 2014 won seats in regional elections in Saxony, Brandenburg and Thuringia.


87 See, in detail, section 4.3.1.
German Constitutional Court to the Court of Justice of 14 January 2014 the issue of parliamentary passivity has been evoked by the (majority) opinion of the Court. According to the Court, it was the inactivity of the parliament (as well as of the government) towards the OMT decision of the ECB that could threaten a violation of the claimants’ constitutional rights as well as the position of the German Bundestag invoked by the applicant in the Organstreit proceedings. However, the judgment was not unanimous and was seen as an attempt by the Court to overstep its role. In contrast with the majority view, the dissenting opinion of Justice Lübbe-Wolff claimed that to ascertain whether the federal inaction on the OMT violated the prerogatives of the Bundestag amounted to a violation ‘of judicial competence under the principles of democracy and separation of powers’.

In the judgment of 18 March 2014 (BVerfG, 2 BvR 1390/12), although the Court upheld the constitutionality of the EU Council decision of 2011 to amend Art. 136 TFEU, of the ESM Treaty, of the Fiscal Compact, and of their national acts of implementation, it did not forget to recall its warning against the self-marginalization of the Bundestag in the budgetary process:

‘Art. 38 sec. 1 GG is violated in particular if the German Bundestag relinquishes its budgetary responsibility with the effect that it or a future Bundestag can no longer exercise the right to decide on the budget on its own (BVerfGE 129, 124 <177>; 132, 195 <239>, n. 106). Deciding on public revenue and public expenditure is a fundamental part of the ability of a constitutional state to democratically shape itself (cf. BVerfGE 123, 267 <359>; 132, 195 <239>, n. 106). The German Bundestag must therefore make decisions on revenue and expenditure with responsibility to the people (para 161).’

From this decision and even more so from the OMT reference it has become clear that the German Constitutional Court does not safeguard the budgetary powers of the Bundestag for the sake of protecting the Parliament as an institution, but just because it is the instrument for the exercise of the democratic powers by citizens. The Bundesverfassungsgericht has always considered the democratic principle and the effective representation of citizens through the Bundestag as a non-negotiable value embedded in the Basic Law. Therefore, as soon as Parliament’s inactivity – against the ECB decision on the OMT – is challenged as a violation of the democratic principle, the Bundestag can easily become the ‘victim’ of the German constitutional case law that once glorified it. Also, much more than the Parliament itself the German Constitutional Court has been able to address the discontent created by the Euro-crisis measures among parliamentary minorities and citizens by means of constitutional complaints.

Although the reasoning used is completely different, a similar attitude can be detected in the highly criticized case law of the Portuguese Constitutional Court. The Court was accused of judicial activism as it declared unconstitutional several provisions of the annual Budget Acts of 2012, which implemented the content of the Memorandum of Understanding and the Financial and Assistance

88 See BVerfG, 2 BvR 2728/13, the first question referred for a Preliminary Ruling, §33.
90 Immediately after, the German Constitutional Court has also stated that ‘The German Bundestag may not transfer its budgetary responsibility to other entities through imprecise budgetary authorisations (para 163).’
Programme, in particular through public wage and pension cuts. As a consequence, especially after judgment 187/2013, the Government was forced to renegotiate the terms under which the rescue package had been agreed. The Court itself was divided in the judgments on Euro-crisis measures. The most controversial decisions were taken by a 7-to-6 majority and often every judge was in the minority on one of the issues under review while at the same time being part of the majority on other issues (decisions 187/2013 and 413/2014). Nonetheless, the position of the Parliament, which had merely ratified what the rescue package requested, was not a concern for the Portuguese Constitutional Court. Also in the two cases in which the Court exercised its power to limit the effects of its declaration of unconstitutionality (Art. 278.4 Pt. Const.), the Court did not use this option in a deferential attempt towards the Parliament, but just for the sake of limiting the financial impact of its judgments.

The arguments used by the Portuguese Constitutional Court were mainly grounded on the application of the principle of proportional equality and of legitimate expectations, as the Court found itself in a difficult position to agree on something more specific than fundamental principles. Starting from 2012 the Court has systematically annulled the provisions of the parliamentary Budget Acts, which had introduced either a non-reasonable discrimination against public workers and pensioners, year-on-year permanent cutting of public wages and pensions, or retroactive measures. The fact that in the implementation of the Euro-crisis law the Portuguese Parliament limited itself to rubber stamping the decision taken by the Troika ‘in agreement’ with the national government, notwithstanding that the Government was acting under strict conditionality, poses some doubts on whether common dilemmas of constitutional review of legislation, like the counter-majoritarian difficulty, really applies to this case law of the Portuguese Constitutional Court. On the one hand, it is not clear what ‘the majority’ was that the parliament was actually representing, given the limited discretion it had and the transposition of the Troika’s requests into the Budget. On the other hand, the most controversial judgments of the Court were the result of a broad alliance of bodies and institutions that filed many constitutional challenges against the same Act; a sign that there was a widespread discontent with the Budget Acts. For example, judgment 187/2013 decided jointly four constitutional challenges brought before the Court by a variety of actors, the President of the Republic, parliamentary minorities, and the ombudsman, based on individual complaints. Thus it remained unclear whether the will of the majority was perceived to be better represented by the parliament rather than by the Court.

In Italy and in Spain, by contrast, in the adjudication of the Euro-crisis law Constitutional Courts have usually maintained a deferential approach towards parliaments – and thus towards the Euro-national austerity coalitions – while at the same time they have never explicitly endorsed the role of guarantor of parliamentary prerogatives in the budgetary process as the German Constitutional Court did. In the cases that could have put parliamentary autonomy in question, the Spanish Constitutional Court either declared the constitutional challenge inadmissible, like in the case of the constitutionalization of the balanced budget clause (Art. 135 Sp. Const.) or it has not yet decided on the merits, for example on organic law 2/2012. Even in the few cases where the Spanish Constitutional Court decided on the merits, the constitutionality of the national legislation has usually been upheld and the constitutional challenge has been dismissed based on an interpretation in conformity with the Constitution.

---

92 See Portuguese Constitutional Court, judgment no 468/2014.
95 This happened with the constitutional challenge brought by the Parliament of Navarra against the State labour reform of 2012, Law no. 3/2012 (ley de reforma laboral). Indeed, in judgment no 119/2014 the Constitutional Court confirmed its
the Court found some legislative provisions of Budget Act for 2009 (ley de presupuesto 2/2008) unconstitutional as they were not connected to the typical content of the Budget Act, the allegation against the Budget being based on too-optimistic forecasts and thus being arbitrary was rejected by the Court (judgment 206/2013). According to the Court, its role is to check the compliance of legislation with the Constitution without imposing undue restrictions to the legislative power and respecting its political opinions.96

Likewise the Italian Constitutional Court has usually refrained from striking down legislation enacted to implement reforms of the welfare system and thus entailing considerable financial implications, in line with its past constitutional case law of the 1990s (decisions 310/2013, 7/2014, 154/2014). On a few occasions the Court declared legislation affecting pensioner and worker rights unconstitutional, for example because of its retroactive nature and its potential to negatively impact on intergenerational justice (decision 264/2012). These judgments, however, remained an exception in the case law of the Italian Constitutional Court that has more often upheld legislation implementing austerity measures or structural reforms, also by making reference to the political discretion which the parliament enjoys in this field.97

Finally, in France the decisions of the Constitutional Council on Euro-crisis measures appear much more oriented towards preserving the autonomy and the political discretion of the government, regardless of their pro or anti-austerity orientation, than to protect parliamentary budgetary powers. An outcome that is consistent with the French form of government and with the system of constitutional review of legislation.98 Thus the options for the non-constitutionalization of the balanced budget clause (décision n° 2012-653), for the inclusion of the medium-term objective in ordinary legislation, specifically in the Programming Act (décisions n° 2012-658), and for the non-binding effects of the Haut Conseil des finances publiques (décisions n° 2013-682 and n° 2014-699), are all signals of the will to leave a wide margin of manoeuvre to the government when it comes to economic governance. Moreover, the French Constitutional Council in its decision on the organic law on the Programming and Governance of Public Finances,99 for the implementation of the Fiscal Compact, clearly stated that the new law did not encroach upon parliamentary prerogatives in budgetary matters.100

It follows that only the German and the Portuguese Constitutional Courts, for different reasons, defined limits in the implementation of Euro-crisis measures at national level and thus constrain the

(Contd.)

96 Spanish Constitutional Court, judgment 206/2013, para 7.

97 See, for instance, Italian Constitutional Court, decision 10/2015. The Italian Court annulled in a few but very contested cases legislative provisions aiming to redistribute resources. It has been severely criticized for the annulment of provisions of decree-law 78/2010 (decisions 233/2012 and 241/2012) and of decree-law 98/2011 (decision 116/2013) which, according to the Court, amounted to a targeted violation of the rights of some pensioners as well as public workers, like judges, whose independence – the Court said – is deeply affected by the amount of allowances they get. In fact, by doing so the Constitutional Court overturned the aim of the Parliament and Government to implement some redistributive measures to drain resources from ‘golden pensions’ and additional allowances to other social purposes. More recently, the Italian Constitutional Court has been again at the centre of the political debate for its judgment 70/2015, which considered unconstitutional the block of the pension adjustment to the inflation rate, according to decree-law 201/2011; a decision that, however, left unresolved the problem of how to cover the lump sum to return to pensioners through the public budget as a consequence of the declared unconstitutionality. See G. Monti, ‘Judgment 70/2015 of the Italian Constitutional Court: Pension Cuts’, Constitutional Change Through Europe-Crisis Law website, 6 May 2015.

98 As A. Stone Sweet, The Birth of Judicial Politics in France. The Constitutional Council in Comparative Perspective, OUP, 1992, p. 140-191, points out, only in a few – though significant occasions – the Constitutional Council ruled against legislation implementing governmental programmes, for instance when a new party took the power, like the socialist party under the leadership of President François Mitterand in 1981.

99 Loi organique n° 2012-1403 du 17 décembre 2012 relative à la programmation et à la gouvernance des finances publiques.

100 Conseil Constitutionnel, Décision n° 2012-658 DC, 13 Décembre 2012, para 12.
Euro-national austerity coalitions. While the German Court did it in the name of the democratic principle and of the budgetary responsibility of the Bundestag; the Portuguese Court followed a different line of reasoning, based mainly on the principle of proportional equality and of legitimate expectations without paying much attention to ‘passive virtues’ and parliamentary prerogatives.\footnote{According to A. Bickel, The Least Dangerous Branch: The Supreme Court at the Bar of Politics, 2nd ed., Binghamton-NY, Vail-Ballau Press, 1986, p. 111 ff., the ‘passive virtues’ of a Court refer to its use of legal techniques aiming to avoid the exercise of constitutional review of legislation.}

Conclusions

In the discourse surrounding the Eurozone crisis the reform of economic governance has been accused of severely undermining the budgetary autonomy of national parliaments. They have been described as the main institutional victims of the Euro-crisis law. However, this assessment neglects first of all that parliaments had already been marginalized as budgetary authorities in the EU member states well before this financial crisis, at least since the second half of the twentieth century, so that the limits to parliamentary prerogatives have not suddenly materialized solely on account of the Euro-crisis measures. Secondly, the present situation, following the reform of European economic governance, is much more variegated and nuanced than one would expect.

Is the ‘state of emergency’, triggered by the crisis and affecting parliamentary powers, leading to a (permanent) mutation of national constitutional systems whereby legislatures will be systematically undermined in their prerogatives? Only some measures adopted in the aftermath of the crisis have prompted a clear limitation of the budgetary powers of parliaments, which appears to be temporary in nature – except for the few cases of constitutionalization of the balanced budget clause – and unable to endure in the long term. Indeed, national parliaments have felt particularly uncomfortable in coping with the ‘unconventional’ sources of the Euro-crisis law, such as the Memoranda of Understanding, ESM Treaty and the Fiscal Compact. With few exceptions, parliaments were not informed about ongoing negotiations and, where involved in their approval or ratification, were forced to act under tight time constraints. Once strict conditionality has come to an end and the implementation of intergovernmental agreements has become routine at national level and translated into domestic legislation, the role of national parliaments has been gradually redeemed. As it was before the crisis in their relationship with the executive, the actual protection of parliamentary prerogatives depends a lot on the constitutional and institutional devices and procedures available for them in each Member State.

By contrast, national legislatures have been able to easily accommodate their activity to the timeline and to the requirements of the European Semester, often applying the ordinary tools used for the scrutiny of EU affairs. Moreover, after the six-pack and the two-pack domestic legislation has significantly strengthened the duty of information of the executive in favour of parliaments. The scrutiny and the oversight powers of parliaments have also been enhanced by legislative reforms so as to guarantee the control of the position of the government before and after its engagement at European level. Parliaments can veto some decisions, although politically this is unlikely to happen or it is used as extrema ratio. Moreover, in the overall assessment of parliament-government relationships, although the role of the executives collectively, through intergovernmental institutions, has been strengthened, the individual position of many national governments frequently has not been, especially in debtor countries.

Nevertheless it is the political contingency of the Euro-crisis that has often impaired the exercise of old and new parliamentary prerogatives and has instead prompted to parliamentary passivity. The rising of Euro-national austerity coalitions, composed of EU institutions and national governments, but supported also by traditional responsible oppositions, in an effort to restore credibility and stability on the financial markets and to promptly fulfill the new obligations, has secured the parliamentary...
approval of intergovernmental agreements and reforms by overwhelming majorities with little or no dissent. The lack of opposition and confrontation in Parliament, which is a vital element in any democratic legislature, led to a deparlamentarization of the political debate. Since anti-austerity sentiments had been raised and were widespread in the civil society they were channeled outside parliaments. The disconnect between parliaments (and governments) and people, confirmed at almost any election, favoured the creation of Eurosceptic anti-system movements and parties together with the increase of political and redistributive conflicts before Courts.

Depending on national constitutional arrangements, parliamentary passivity and the deparlamentarization of political conflicts can be limited and prevented. For example, where, like in Germany, parliamentary opposition and minorities enjoy a set of constitutional and legal prerogatives, where these minorities or individuals can access the Constitutional Court and where the electoral system avoids the representation of anti-system parties in Parliament, the powers of the Parliament as a whole are also protected.

Likewise, the role of Constitutional Courts in protecting parliaments during the crisis can make a difference. The German Constitutional Court, for example, set the minimum threshold for the democratic credentials of the new economic governance. The argument raised in its case law about the overall budgetary responsibility of the Bundestag forced the government to comply with new obligations and to subject its action to prior parliamentary consent. On the other hand, Courts can trigger a parliamentary reaction. As shown by the latest development in the German Constitutional Court’s judgments, the Bundestag being viewed only as an instrument to safeguard the democratic principle, its passivity against illegitimate decisions of supranational institutions can be considered unconstitutional. By the same token, the case law of the Portuguese Constitutional Court, accused of judicial activism, while striking down provisions of annual Budget Acts has indirectly warned the Parliament of its disconnect with the people.

How to move beyond the current impasse? Partly, by means of national institutional reforms, usually mirroring the German model in protecting parliaments; partly the situation will evolve of itself – and there are already signals in this direction –, from an economic point of view, as the more severe stage of the bailout and of strict conditionality is over – except for Greece, whose future remains uncertain at the moment of writing – and thus a normalization of parliamentary procedure becomes feasible. Moreover, also from a political point of view, something appears to have changed and the Euro-national austerity coalitions are very gradually losing their coherence. The declarations of France and Italy aiming to adopt policies in favour of investments and growth, even if this implies a violation of the Stability and Growth Pact, as well as the more accommodating position towards the Greek government which they have taken during the ongoing Greek crisis, as well as the commitment of the new President of the European Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker, to ‘mobilise up to € 300 billion in additional public and private investment’ seem to confirm this trend. Such a move can undermine the appeal Eurosceptic anti-system parties have had so far and can restore a more normal dialectic between majority and responsible opposition in most Eurozone countries, according to traditional right-wing and left-wing cleavages.


104 An interesting example, as for the normalization of parliamentary debates along traditional cleavages, is provided by the approval of the so-called ‘Macron Law’ in France (still pending at the moment of writing). The Law on Growth,
During the debt crisis and because of the origins of this crisis parliamentary passivity has also been triggered by the ‘assault of the supranational technocracy’ on public accounts. This technocracy forms part of the Euro-national austerity coalitions and is perceived as possessing a clear strategy to exit the crisis. The separation between lawmaking by political institutions and implementation by non-majoritarian independent institutions has been overturned at some stages of the Eurozone crisis. At present however, even if the problem of the control and accountability of the ECB has not yet been properly addressed, the regained fiscal sovereignty by most Eurozone countries has certainly limited the risk of ‘assault’ on the part of the ECB and the Troika, leading to a re-expansion of the political domain. Moreover, the potential of new fiscal councils established or reformed in the last three years, aiming to supply parliaments with independent information for a more autonomous assessment of governments’ performance, have not yet been exploited. However, fiscal councils can potentially enhance parliamentary scrutiny and oversight and can increase the accountability of the executive by forcing it to explain publicly why it departs from the estimates and forecasts provided by the independent institution as a benchmark. The effective operation of fiscal councils, however, takes time, in order to build up a solid reputation and to establish cooperative relationships with other institutions.

All in all, after a first phase of the Euro-crisis corresponding to the adoption of intergovernmental agreements and the first rescue packages, when parliaments were sidelined in the response to the crisis, national legislatures have not seen their budgetary powers overturned compared to the pre-crisis period. Most of them have been able to move beyond parliamentary passivity triggered by the political situation and the emergency, and are gradually regaining their role. Also when looking at the implementation of the six-pack and the two-pack, national parliaments have been even granted new prerogatives in terms of scrutiny and oversight, although they have gradually started to exercise these powers whose actual protection depends primarily on domestic constitutional arrangements and national reforms. This is why, despite common trends that have been detected, after the Eurozone crisis the positions on national parliaments are definitely asymmetric, depending on Member States’ constitutional systems.

(Contd.)

Economic Activity, and Economic Equal Opportunities, which has been labeled with the name of the Minister of Economy, Emmanuel Macron, and that aimed to implement structural reforms agreed with EU institutions during the European Semester, has raised a harsh debate in Parliament with many MPs from the socialist majority complaining that the law was too libertarian. In order to let the bill passed in the National Assembly against over 3000 amendments presented, Prime Minister Manuel Valls successfully used a controversial tool which has been very rarely applied in recent times, art. 49-3 Const. procedure: the bill is considered approved unless a motion of no confidence is passed. The Senate has subsequently heavily amended the bill with a view of making it even more ‘liberal’. As a consequence a joint committee of senators and MPs from the National Assembly is now summoned to agree on the text. On this case, see in detail, R. Gabled, ‘Brussels, French Politics and the ‘Macron Law’’, post available on the Constitutional Change Through Euro-Crisis Law website, 31 March 2015.

On the importance given to fiscal councils, although the Greek situation can be considered exceptional at this stage, see the Euro Summit Statement of 12 July 2015, available at http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2015/07/12-euro-summit-statement-greece/, where the making of the fiscal council operational has been listed among the set of first measures to be implemented by the Greek government by 15 July 2015 before a MoU is finalised.